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Purpose
of the Catalog

This catalog is intended primarily for the use of training
officers in need of prescribing basic !earning programs

for use by educationally disadvantaged employees such as
high school dropouts, returning veterans lacking specific
academic skills, and virtually anyone with limited educa-

tional skills. The catalog emphasizes instructional sys-
tems that are considered basic for trainees who need
additional skills to increase productivity in the entry

job, to increase readiness for promotion, and/or to enter
a high school equivalency course. In this catalog "instruc

tional system" means a single package of educational
materials covering an entire subject matter or a large

block of behavior. For example, a total reading program
co 'ering two or more grade levels is considered an instruc,

tional system.

In addition to academic skills, the catalog alLo includes
skills that will enable trainees to acquire the behavior

necessary to succeed and advance in the working environ-
n .:nt. It also lists programs offering insight into everyday

problems faced by the consumer or buyer. The catalog,
therefore, is a select fisting of educational material that

meets the special needs of persons with limited education
and skills who are employs by Federal agencies and whc

seek advancement and upward mobility.

The core areas of Reading, Language Arts, and Mathema-
tft:s are included to provide trainees with basic education
skills. World of Work and Consumer Education programs

are included for the purpose of helping trainee:. under-
stand and deal with practical job problems and consumer-

oriented situations.

Basis
for Selection

Upon requesting Information from publishers covering
basic education systems, programs were identified, ana
lyzed, and described according to specific criteria. (See

the Glossary.) A number of factorspurpose of program,
entry level, readability, reader orientation, format, and

others--were analyzed in order to select programs to meet
the needs of the target population. If, for example, a

program began on a level above the sixth grade (6.0), it
was withdrawn from consideration on the basis that

its readability extended beyond the immediate needs of

INTRODUCTION

the target population. On the other hand, if it did not
seem geared to hold the interest of at least a 16- or 17-
year -old, it was also eliminated. If a program required a
maximum amount of instructor supervision and at the
same time did not have provisions for objective measure-
ment of student progress, it was not considered an
instructional system and was therefore excluded,

In the selection of Reading programs, the concern was for
comprehension, speed, phonics, decoding, and vocabu-
lary skills. Consideration was given only to programs
covering more than one skill and more than one grade
level.

In the selection of Language Arts programs, only those
emphasizing grammar, spelling, vocabulary, composition,
and listening skills were considered. 1 he programs
chosen covered at least one skill or more than one grade
level in addition to meeting the other requirements of
an instructional system.

In selecting Mathematics programs, the selections were
limited to those having practical, everyday applications
such as practice with computations including whole
numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents. In some
instances more advanced skills such as equalities, graphs,
sets, and elementary geometry wire also included if
they were an extension of a more basic program.

Because only a minimal number of programs in the World
of Work and Consumer Educa,ion categories actually
constituted a system, mere emphasis in these skills was the
principal consider ation.

In selecting World of Work programs, the concern was with
job attitudes rather than job descriptions. As special-needs
trainees often have behavior patterns scorned by the
working world, programs were sought to help make these
trainees aware of acceptable standards and enable them
to eva'uate their own behavior in terms of those standards.

In selecting Consumer Education programs (as with World
of Work), emphasis was on practical and easily readable
material concerned with real world situations. This in-
cluded information necessary for management of personal
finances, for securing loans, for borrowing money, for
functioning effectively as a consumer, and for building
financial security for oneself and one's family.
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Design
of the Cataloa

The catalog is divided into two main partsthe
INTRODUCTION and the PROGRAM LISTINGS.
The INTRODUCTION contains sections on the
purpose of the catalog, the basis for program selec-
tion, and how to use he catalog.

The PROGRAM LISTINGS contain descriptions of pro-
grams, grouped by subject area in the following order,

READING

LANGUAGE ARTS

MATHEMATICS

WORLD OF WORK

CONSUVFR EDUCATION

MULTI-SUBJECT

(Includes programs covering both reading and language

(Doe; not include consumer-oriented math programs.
These are listed under MULTI-SUBJECT.)

(Covers programs dealing with two or more of the above
subject areas.)

Within each subject area, programs are listed alpha, at the lower grade lever appears first. Each program
betically by publisher. When a publisher has more than is described according to the te-rns found in the following

one program Ir. the same subject, the program beginning glossary.
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GLOSSARY

Program Selection and
Description Criteria

COST: All quoted prices are F.O.B., subject to change without notice, and represent
list price. In some instances, the purchaser may qualify for a discount or net
price.

ENTRY I EVEL: Refers to the skills the student should have mastered before beginning the
program. These skills may be described either in terms of the grade level the
student should have completed in a subject or in terms of the particular
behavioral skills he should have acquired before beginning a specific
program. (See also READABILITY.( If placement tests are included in the
program, they are described in this category.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Refers to any provisions made by the program for charting and/or evaluating
the trainee's comprehension and progress. This includes progress and
achievement tests.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: nefers to whether the program is intended for individual, small group, or
standard classroom use and to the extent of instruction or supervision
required.

FORMAT: Describes the kind of materials, how they are used, and what special
equipment, if any, is reluired. Additional information of this nature may be
included under COST.

PURPOSE: Refers to the goals or objectives of the program and the skills being taught as
well as the level at which trainees should master the specific skills. In some
cases only the skills the trainees should acquire are described.

PUBLISHER: Refers to the manufacturer, producer, or other supplier.

READABILITY: Describes the program in terms of how difficult it is to read according to
grade level. It is possible for entry level skills to be different from read.
ability. In a math program the trainee may have mastered specific skills up to
a 5.0 grade lever, but the program he is using to increase those skills may
require only that he be able to read on a 3.0 grade level. (See also ENTRY
LEVEL.) Readability is not applicable for all programs since some are aural.

READER ORIENTATION: Specifies whether the prawn, is designed for use by a particular type of
individual. If it seems to appeal to a particular group, this fact is indicated.
In addition, it refers to the age group either young or mature adult, or
bothfor whom the program is intended. (A young adult is here defined as a
person between the ages of 15 and 21.)

RELATED MATERIALS: A description of these items appears when appropriate

REMEDIATION: Refers to provisions made within the program for assisting trainees who have
not successfully completed either the entire program or portions of It. This
may consist of materials already covered of supplementary materials.

SUBJECT MATTER: Describes the main subjects being taugl t. These include Language Arts skills
(spelling, listening skills, speaking, writing, etc.), Mathematics, Reading,
World of Work, and Consumer Education. Specific skills within each major
area may also be listed.
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TIME TO COMPLETE: Refers to the approximate number of hours required to complete a program.
Since placement within a program varies widely with individuals, the
approximate time per lesson is gi,.en when available. Because of wide
variation in working speed, time can only be approximated.

TITLE: The name of the program or system designate° the publisher.

VALIDATION: Whenever possible, analytical or case stu' ies are described. Data is g,ven in
turns of grade level improvements made by students who have completed
the program. When extensive validation studies have been carried out, the
reader is directed to contact the publisher fc.r the results.

Additional Terms

ACHIEVEMENT TEST: A test that measures a student's progress

BLEND: Two or more successive consonant letters that combine to form a mixture of
the individual sounds, i.e., sn, sr??

CARTRIDGE: A film or tape packet that can be inserted in a projector without threading

CASSETTE: A type of tape packet designed for use with a tape machine

CONSUMABLE: Materials in which students write an° which consequrntli cannot be reused
by other students

CONTEXTUAL CLUES: The content of a p.Issage that helps to define unfamiliar words

DECODING: The ability to attach sound to varying combinations of letters and the ability
to blend those sounds into meaningful words

DIAGNOSTIC TEST: A test that pinpoints specific student deficiencies

DIGRAPH: Two letters together that form a single sound, i.e., ch, sh

DUPLICATING MASTER: A sheet of information from which multiple copies can be made

FILM LOOP: A sound or silent motion picture film, usually in cartridge form, that repeats
itself without rewinding

FILMSTRIP: A series of conrxted individual 35mm transparencies designed for still
projection

FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR: A projector that allows for automatic .ame by-frame study. It can be in
either silent format or with tapes, cassettes, or records for sound
accompaniment.

FUNCTIONAL ILLITERACY: Inability to read or write well enough to meet the needs of adult life (or
below 3.L grade level)

MASK: A device for concealing answers in text

MODULE: Any unit of learning

MULTIMEDIA: Instruction that uses a variety of media: filmstrips, records, tape recordings,
books, and other;
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MULTIMODAL: Instruction that helps students use a learning style best suited to their own
needs: hearing-speaking, seeing speaking, feeling objects, and others

NONCONSUMABLE: A text that can be reused by many students

PLACEMENT TEST; A test, usually accompanying a program, that indicates the level at which the
student should begin working in that program

PROGRAMMED MATERIALS: Self paced instructional materials organized in small !earning units. Students
using these materials make frequent respc.ises to the !earning units and
receive immediate verification of each response.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS. The study of how words are put together, may include prefixes, suffixes,
compound words

TACHISTOSCOPE; A type of filmstrip projector used mainly for improvement in reading speed

ix
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How to Use
the Catalog

SET OBJECTIVES

In selecting programs for use horn this ca:alog, the
trainer is urged not to begin selecting and ordering

programs without first mak ing a careful analysis of his
objectives, his trainees, and his resources. Using sucn
an approach, identified as the "instructional sYste-ns

approach," requires knowing se at is desired and then
selecting programs which will provide what is needed

in order to successfully fulfil/ the pr. Jetermined objec
tivcs. Objectives should state exec v what the trainee

should be able to do as a result of traini:q] hey are
established with reference to the need:: of she trainees

and the performance goals and behavioral objectives
necessary for job proficiency. (The subject of establish.

ing the need for training, v rich k a prere ,isite to setting
objectives, is not being deal. with here. For the purpose

of this catalog this has already been assumed as it is
designed for employees with limited education and skills.

Training is needed for such entry-level employees and
to upgrade such 'ewer-level employees.)

IDENTIFY TRAINEE CHARAC1ERISTiCS

There are two essential factors which should be known
about employeesentering a training programbackground

and ability. Information cn background should include
the trainee's age group and socio economic factors. This
information will establish the special interests and needs

of the trainees and help the trainer select programs on
this basis. The ability of a trainee must be known in nrder

to select a program at an appropriate level. Performance
records and personal evaluation will give some irdica

tion of ability. Since little information will be ava !able
on the target population on scholastic achievement or

reading levels, diagnostic testing is recommended to
determine particular skills and knowledges of trainees.

Need for a Diagnostic Test Evaluations: nd testing usualiy
reveal the special needs of trainees possessing a wide

variety of intelligence and ability; however, these same
trainees frequently share a number of deficiencies and

needs. In order to place the student at the correct point
of entry in a program, the trainer must be aware of each

trainee's ability in such key areas as reading, language
skills, and basic mathematics,

Obtaining Diagnostic Test Materials Diagnostic
instrumenti are normally controlled by test publishers
so that p,oper purchase and use of test materials is by

qualified professionals only. Users are encouraged to
seek cut the professional assistance needed to select

the instrument relevant to their need.

9

Selecting anlAdmini:.:eriro., Diagno ,.(7 Tests The

following are ..)me of the more ,t considerations
in selecting and adinini' tering d:agn, ,tic test. Do
not edmi-ister any tes: writ, n in F ,Ish to trainees
who ca,,,,ut speak, read, o' ite glish

C:fore adminisreri g any rest, , t r hr
carefully read the instrt ,Anr rear 7, 0

the test and the test it elf. r cr
become tl,..roughly i. '

should select the one that test , h .s

SOfre of the questions the tea sh w 14 I ask

himself hefore selecting a test are

1. Which test is easiest ,rater? 1 his includes
directions to be read to tht gainers, equipment
needed by the trainees to answer. test questions,
the amount of time to admi, Isti.r 'O_ 'est, and
possibly even the amount o' t. sting :n ac-
cordance with the number of traint. ; being tested.

2. Which test is easiest to grade? Some tests can be
sent away to be machine scored; however, it will
often be necessary for the instructor to grade the
tekt himself,

3. Which test is easiest for the trainees to take in
terms of form it? Often the older pc rsol o' the
young adult who has not completed school has
never taken a test that requires him to mark
on an IBM sheet. This should be taken into
consideration.

'')rice a test has been selected, the trainer should make
sure that he has all the equipment ready to administer the
test. instructions in the test manual should be followed
carefully when he administers the test,

After the test has been administered and scored, the
trainer should convert the raw scores to grade levrzl scores.
Again, the test manuals give specific instructions on how
to do this. These instructions should be fn.11owed carefully
and results should be checked to snake sure that the
grade level 's correct.

When the test scores for a.ithrretic, reading, welling, and
vocabulary have each been ronverted to grade level scores,
the trainer will be ready to c..a these as guide to selecting
the materials in the catalog. Several of the programs listed
have their own diagnostic tests, and these can be furth,r
used to determine the trainee's placement within a program.

Using Test Grade Level Scores Assume that grade level
scores from the diagnostic, test for a particular trainee are
as follows:

Mathematics:
Reading:
Vocabulary:
Spelling.

4.0
5.0
5.0
3.0



Ymr trainee requires improvement in reading and mathe-
matics skills. Look first at the reading section of the

catalag, checking the readability and entry le el categories
for ez.:h program listed. To improve the trainee's reading

comprehension and vocabulary development, you may
select any program that requires 5.0 grade level entry skills
and which begins with a readability level of 5.0 or below.
The readability level will also indicate how high a reading

level the student may attain when he completes the
program.

To select a mathematics program, refer to the mathe
matics section of the catalog, again checking entry level

and readability scores. You may select ony program that
indicates a mathematics entry level of 4.0 and a read-

ability level of 5.0 or below,

Additional Criteria In addition to setting objectives and
id-mtifying trainee characteristics, other factors, all inter-

related, need to be assessed. One factor to consider is
the total number of trainees in need of training and the

specific areas ar,d grade levels in which the training is
most needed. This will affect the amount of space needed

and the number of trainees working on a .riven program.
Besides the number of trainees also consiaer the amount

of trainee time available for training. This could vary from
a few hours a week to full time trainirg.

Physical facilities is another factor to consider. This wil!
determin?. the number of trainees that can be accommo-

dated at a riiven time and the equipment that can be
facilitated. When ordering rmaterials that require pro-

jectors, tape recorders, etc,, it will be necessary to have
a number of outlets in the room.

The cost of the program must be considered. If there are
only a few trainees in need of trainins. then it is pos-
sible that the individualized, Kifinsttactionel work-

textbooks would cost less. W'i'n there are a large number
of trainees, the expensive multiplstudent programs

could cost less per student.

Also to be considered is the availabilir; cf training person-
nel either to serve as full time teachers or administrators

10

or proe-ams. The availabirty of such personnel and their
expertise will determine whether programs requiring a full
time teacher or those self instructional pr...g: a, .s requiring
little supervision arc selected.

Selecting Programs Once the trainer has set objectives,
identified trainee characteristics and assessed his resources,
he is ready to proceed with the next step of the instruc
tional systems approach selecting a program to achieve
his objectives.

The trainer should now turn to the program listings and
identify the appropriate subjent area. He :.hould then
read the program Cesc, matching the specifications
of the programs to his requirements. As Robert Mager
stated in his Prepariorg instructional Objet., (VC's, "A
builder does not sclect his materials or specify a schedule
for construction until 'le has his blueprints (objectives)
before him." (Robert F. Mager, Preparing instructional
Objectives. Fearon Publishers, Palo Alto, California.
1962, p. 3.) Factors to look for include: compatibility
of purpose with training objectives and sitnilarity of
tr;4;nee characteristics with Rader Orientation, Entry
Level, and Readability. Also consider cost, the number
of students who can use the program at any given
time, special equipment needed in order to use the
proven), instructor time required, length of program,
,:nd other factors affecting the use of the program.
Some program descriptions may contain information
on validation data, which would give evidence to
assure that students have learned from ,e program

Perhaps more than one program appears capable of doing
the job. In that case, it is probably wise 10 contact
of the publishcrs and request additional information. rhey
may send you the material on an approval basis or have
a focal representative demonstrate it for you. In either
instance you will be furnished with enough additional
input to make a proper selection.

Each of the programs listed in this catalog is c 'lendable
in its own right. Implementation of the approach out-
lined in this How to Use the Catalog section will assure
that you select the program best suited to your needs,
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TITLE: READING DEVELOPMENT

PUBLISHER: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., Sand Hill Rd., Men lc Calif. 94025

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: word attack, comprehension, and critical thinking

PURPOSE: To develop irrd pendent readers. Through practice of a variety of word
attack, comprehension, and ,-,7itical-thinking skills, student should attain at
least 7.0 grade level.

ENTFIV LEVEL: Kit A: 1st-grade reading skills
Kit 6: 4th-grade reading skills
Kit C: 7th-grade reading skills
The Informal Reading Development Inventory is used to place the student in
the program.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 1.75 to 10.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Packaged in three kits. Each kit contains from 65 to 80 four-page reusable
student cards, 30 copies of the Reading Development Progress Record, 30
copies each of two forms of both the Informal Reading Development
Inventory and Instructor's M..nual. The first five cards in each kit are
preparatory units providing instruction and review of basic reading and
thinking skills. Each of the remaining cards has a "Getting Peady" sect'on
followed by a short story or arti:ie. Two sets of exercises at the end of each
reading selection give the student practice in word-attack and comprehension
skills. Content of the stories is widely varied, including articles on such
subjects as health, safety, occupations, and law.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student keeps a record of his own progress. In addition, he checks his
own answers to each exercise, The second form of the Informal Reading
Development Inventory provides achievement information when student
completes a kit.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is individualized and self-teaching. Guidance is required for
introducing the program, providing individualized assistance, and admin-
istering and evaluating placement and achievement tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 45 minutes for each lesson, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: 'Jot available

COST: Complete Kit S 48.00
Replacement hems:

Reading Development Progress Record (set of 10) 3.00
Informal Reading Development Inventory (pkg,20, 10 of each
form) 9.00

AVAI L ABI LITY: Immediate from publisher

1
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TITLE: THE MOTT BASIC LANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Allied Education Council, Galion, Mich. 49113

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Reading, Consumer Education, World of Work

ISee Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: SULLIVAN READING PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Center, Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, decoding, and spelling

PURPOSE: Development of spelling, reading-decoding, and comprehension skills from
0.0 to 8.0 grade levels

ENTRY LEVEL: Ranges from 0.0 to 7.0 levels in decoding and read comprehension.
Placement examination is used to determine level at which student should
enter program.

READABILITY: Ranges from srade levels 0.0 to 8 fl

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults, bilingual students, and students who do not speak
English adequately

FORMAT: Twenty one paperbound reusable textbooks divided into five different series,
28 independent reading books (available in either hard or soft cover), five
test booklets, and five teacher's manuals. Programmed textbooks 1-16 are
accompanied by 16 audio tapes. ;en audio tapes accompany the rear'ers. In
addition, a Class Record Book is available in which the teacher can maintain
progress records for up to 40 students.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPIN'i: The student is provided with immediate verification for each response.
Program contains review tests within each text and tests to be administered
upon completion of each text. The teacher maintains a record of scores and
daily progress.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUI'ERVISION. Student works individually, completing each text at his own pace. Instructor
is required to teach studLtits how to use the program, to administer and
score tests, and to provicle individual assistance.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 4 to 5 hou. s for each textbook

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Texts:
Textbooks (each) S 1.49
Teacher's Manual (each) .99

Test Booklets (each) .49
Soft cover Readers (each) .99
Hard cover F eaders (each) 1.59
Placement Examination (entire pros-'m) .49

13



AVAILABILITY:

Tape.. ips):
8 tapes for textbooks 1-8 S 149.96
4 tapes for readers 1.8 74.98
4 tapes for readers 1A-8A 74.98
4 taper, for readers 1 B -8B 74.98
8 tapes for textbooks 3 -16 149.96
2 tape.: for readers 9.12 37.49

Class Record Book .49

Immediate from publisher

TITLE: THE HIGH SCHOOL AND ADULT BASIC READING LABORA1 DRY B

eURLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Center, Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MA,TTER: Reaa y omp-ehension and decoding

PURPOSE: To develop reading-decoding and comprehension skills to an 8.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: Students who have been exposed to but have not mastered the mos. basic
reading skills. Reariing-readiness tests are used to place students in the
program.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 0.0 to 8.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: A series of programmed, consumable, paperbound textbooks, supplementary
readers based on vocabulary learned in the texts, consumable test booklets,
teacher's manuals, 16 tapes to accompany the first 16 texts, 14 tapes to
accompany the supplementary readers, and four reading readiness tests. This
package is designed for 100 students.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student receives immediate verification of each response. Instructor-
evaluated tests withi each book and those used after the r.ciiipletion of each
book provide additional sources of evaluation.

REMECIATION: The Laboratory is desired su that students can progress through the
program only upon satisfactory completion of all preceding material.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Suitable for individual. ed or group instructional situations. An instructcr is
required for teaching studel..... 'low to use the texts, for individualized
guidance, fol administering tests, and for evaluating student progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 4 to 5 hours for each programmed text

VALIDATION: Not availaYe

COST: Complete Laboratory
[Materials in the kit may be purchased separately. Comart the
publisher for additional information.1

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

S1 995 95

4yo r0 C1 ----
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TITLE: WHY WORK SERIES

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Center, Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Word of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: LESSONS FOR SELINSTRUCTiON IN BASIC SKILLS: READING
COMPREHENSION

California Test Bureau /McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey,
Calif. 93940

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, following directions, and reference skills

PURPOSE: Student should attain junior-high reading level in following directions,
reference skiffs, and interpretive reading.

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd to 4th-grade reading level for Booklets A-B
5th. to 6th-grade reading level for Booklets C-D
7th, to 8th-grade reading level for Booklets E-F
9th-grade reading level for Booklet G
Skill level of students should be determined before purchasing m,:terial since
kit is available in two forms: a junior assortment containing additional
booklets icr groups A13, and a senior assortment containing a dditionat
booklets for groups E.G.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Thirty-six skill booklets, 196 student record sheets, and one manual for
teacners. There are 16 different programmed skill booklets, four at each of
four different levels. The student uses the student record sheet for keeping
his place, plotting his progress, and writing original answers when necessary.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student is given immediate feedback as he progresses through each
lesson. He keeps a record of his progress on the student record sheets.

REMEDIATION: When a student answers a question incorrectly, he is immediately pro /ided
with an explanaticn as to why his answer is incorrect, additional explana-
tions, and the opportunity to select the correct response.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The kit can be used on an individualized basis by groups of four or less
working on the same level with a minimum of supervision.

TIME TO COMPLETE: About 14 to 20 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Kit S 53.00
Manual for Teachers .75
Additional Student Record Sheets (pkg,'25) 1.25
]One Student Record Sheet free with each booklet.]

AVAILABiLITY: Immediate from publisher



TITLE: STEP BY STEP TO BETTER READING

PUBLISHER: Cenco Educational Aids, 4401 W. 26th St., Chicago, III. 60623

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, phonetics

PURPOSE: To develop basic sight-reading and writing skills for non English-speaking or
illiterate adults. Student can build his vocabulary to 500 words with this
audio-visual program.

ENTRY LEVEL.: Assumes complete illiteracy but an elementary speaking knowledge of
English

READABI LITY: Rangc> from grade levels 0.0 to 2.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Set of 50 filmstrips (to be used in any standard filmstrip projector), set of
prerecorded tape cassettes (3% ips), set of 50 student worksheet pads (35
identical worksheets per pad), and a teacher's guide. Previous two lessons are
reviewed before going on to next. A separate worksheet for each lesson
provides additional reinforcement and practice on an individual basis,

FEEDBACK AND PECORD KEEPING: Student's worksheet provides a permanent record of his work,

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Can be used with groups of up to five students and requires the presence of a
full-time instructor

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 75 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Kit not including hardware)

AVAI LABI LITY: Immediate from publisher

S 850.00

TITLE: READING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMADULT EDITION

PUBLISHER: Cenco Educational Aids, 4401 W. 26th St., Chicago, III. 60623

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: vocabulary development, comprehension

PURPOSE: To help the student who is unable to read beyond the 3rd grade level
develop reading skills to a 4.5 grad level. The student should increase hir
vocabulary to about 2,000 words.

ENTRY LEVEL: A reading vocabulary of 300 to 400 words

READABI LITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Program co .sists of the "You Can Read Better" workbook (Adult Edition),
14 lesson rolls, 1 teacher's manual, and a Reader Pacer. The workbook is the
primary teaching toot, upprememed by the lesson rolls.

5
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F EEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Comprehension exams following each of the stories give the student an
immediate awareness cf his progress.

REMEDIATION: The program is based on step-by-step progression, with each step testing and
reviewing the previous one. If the student shows difficulty in comprehending
the material, he is encouraged to do the lesson over.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program can be used for individual study as well as for group or class
instruction. An instructor's presence is lielpful but not essential.

TIME TO COMI '_ETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAI LABILITY:

TITLE:

PUBLISHER: Cenco Educational Aids, 4401 W. 26th St., Chicago, III. 60623

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: vocabuhry and comprehension

14 to 20 hours

Not availab'e

Entire Program, includ ng Reader Pacer S 79.50
Entire Program on Mylar 149.50
Individual prices are as follows:

Reader Pacer 40.00
Lesson rolls (set of 14) 30.00
Student Workbook (pkj /10) (consumable) 39.50
Instructor's Manual 1.50
Dictionary 4.95

Immediate from publisher

PROJECTION READING FILMSTRIPSGRADES 4, 5, 6

PURPOSE: To develop vocabulary, build fluent reading, assure comprehension, and
improve eye-span to a 6.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th grade reading skirls

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: A set of filmstrips contair ing 25 stories is provided for each grade level. A
set of study guides (workbooks} contains directions for each reading task.
The student can move freely between projected and printed material. The
opportu -Ay to review all the written material is provided through the
correlated study guide.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: After reading the selection using the Projection Reader, the student is
directed to answer ten multiple choice comprehension questions, including
one "think" ,,uestion. Tha "0-ink" question requires the student to read
between the lines of the story. A graph in the back of each workbook helps
him chart his progress.

REMED,\TION: Not specified

r LE XIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is designed for use by individual students using the Projection
Rea Ier.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 20 to 30 instructional hours fcr each gale level
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VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Filmstrips (3 sets of 25 @ 825.00 each) S 75.00
Study Guide (set of 3, one for each grade level) 1.60
Projection Reader 295.00

(Junior version) 250.00

AVA1 LABI LITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: PRHIGH SCHOOL READING SPEED IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Cenco Educational Aids, 4401 W. 26th St., Chicago, III. 60623

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: vocabulary improvement, reading speed, and reading compre-
hension

PURPOSE: To increase a student's vocabulary by 1,000 words and to improve reading
speed from 150 to 450 words per minute. By concentrating on improving
reading habits, the program increases student's reading ability from 5.1 to
9.2 grade levet.

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th -grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: An individual student Reader Pacer, eight lesson roils, a student workbook,
and a teacher's guile. Blank lesson rolls are available for writing original
programs. The workbook, consisting of word-building and comprehension
tests, includes complete exercise sets for each lesson roll. Each set is further
divided into exercises for each story. The word-building exercises list "key
words" with instructions to rook in the dictionary for correct definition,
pronunciation, and use.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Comprehension tests consists of factual, multiple- choice questions on each
story. Wcrd-building definitions and answers to all comprehension tests are
included at the back of the book.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Recommended for individual use. Each stuJent sets the Pacer himself. Once
set, t-e Pacer is automatic. The teacher's guide enables classroom teachers
and reading specialists to use the program in a group or classroom situation.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 8 hours for the program. Le-sons should be repeated for maximum benefit.

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Reader Pacer S 40.00
Lesson rolls (set of 8) 16.00
Student Workbook (pkg/101 5.00
Instructor's Manual 10.50
Blank lesson roils (pkg/10) 7.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate rom publisher

7
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TITLE: THE REFRESHER PROGRAM OF THE MERRILL LINGUISTIC
READERS

PUBLISHER: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading word attack and comprehension

PURPOSE: To develop word attack and reading comprehension skills through the 3.0
grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: Nonproficiency in basic reading skills

READABI LI TY: Ranges from grade levels 0.0 to 3.75

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults who have not mastered elementary reading skills

FORMAT! Four cloth bound textbooks based on a linguistic spelling-pattern approach,
one teacher's guide containing information for introducing the materials, and
tests to determine the student's reading level and specific prob,:ms.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student evaluates his own tests. Additional feedback is provided by the
inst. uctor.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Individualized or group instructional situations. Guidance isrequired.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 24 hours per text, varying with individual students

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Book A
Book B
Book C
Book D
Teacher's Guide (free with 25 or more books/

AVAILAOlLITY: Immediate from publisher

S 3.48
2.60
2.60
3.00
2.00

8

TITLE: BUILDING READING POWER

PUBLISHER: Charles F.. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: word analysis, vocabulary improvement, and comprehension

PURPOSE: To increase reading comprehension skills to a 7.0 grade level through
instruction in reading comprehension, structural analysis of words, and use
of contextual clues in defining words

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 7.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults
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FORMAT: Each complete kit includes five copies of the following items: 15 different
reusable programmed Study Booklets, 150 Response Sheets, five Masxmg
Sheets, and one teacher's manual. Concepts in each of the three major skill
areas become more difficult with each level. The program offers eight revels
of contextual clues, two levels of structural analysis, and five levels of
comprehension.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student is provided with immediate verification of each answer. Appli
cation exercises at the end of the programmed booklets provide achievement
information.

REMEOIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for individual use or with groups of five or less. Instructor is

required to evaluate application exercises.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 45 to 60 minutes for each Study Booklet, varying with thf
individual

VAL IOATION: Not available

CLIST: Complete Kit S 40.00

AVAI LABI L1TY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: NEW MODERN READING SKILL TEXT SERIES

PUBLISHER: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Ur. Columbus, Ohio
43216

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading comprehension and structural analysis

PURPOSE: To develop through a 9.0 grade level both woro comprehension and
structure; to develop the ability to recall facts, to analyze and draw
conclusions, and to organize ideas

ENTRY LEVEL: Reading cornprehension and vocabulary skills at a 6.0 grade level. A
placement test is USP:1 to place the student in the program.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade revels 6.0 to 8.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Three student textworkbooks and three teacher's editions of the sturent
text. Each student text contains 36 to 42 articles, which are followed by
exercises. The teacher's edition contains placement and achievement tests,
answers to the exercises, and teaching suggestions. A series of instructional
cassettes is available for lach Skilltext, 18 for Book 1, 16 for Book 2, and 17
for Bork 3.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Teacher evaluated exercises and achievement tests assess the student's
progress, recorded on the Progress Record Chart.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

9
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FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: This program is designed for group instructional situations. Teacher super
vision s required for presenting material and evaluating student progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 10 instructional hours for each book

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Books 1, 2, 3 (each) $ 1.60
Teacher's Edition, Books 1, 2, 3 (each) 1.60
Cassettes for Book 1, Book 2, Book 3 (each set) 110.00

AVAILABILITY: Immeciate from publisher

TITLE: CRAIG READER PROGRAMS C, C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5

PUBLISHER: Craig Corp., 921 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension and writing skills

PURPOSE: To improve reading and language skills and transfer those skills into writing
areas; designed to move students from a reading grade level of 4.0 to 9.0

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th-grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young arid mature adults

FORMAT: A series of six "America Grows" programs, prepared for use with a Craig
Reader. Each set consists of workbooks, slides, and teacher's manuals. The
Reader uses a rear-view projection screen to adjust the reading speed to each
student's needs. For complete p'cgram contents, see COST

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Comprehension checks follow every lessor A student workbook accom-
panies each of the six programs end pros' des a permanent record of work.

10

REMEDIATITN: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is highly individualized ant' requires only a minimum of
supervi ;ion.

TIME TO COMPLETE: ^ ppro),imately 90 hours at the rate of 45 minutes per lesson

VALIDATION: Numerous case studies are available from publisher.

COST: C: "Fight for Independence" (4th grade reading level; 20
lessors) (including teacher's manual, student workbook,
stude it instructional tape, end 30 mounted Craig Slides) . . S 39.50

C-1: "he Westward Movement" (5th-grade reading level; 21
lessor s) (including teacher's manual, combined student ma ival
and vsorkbock, and 32 mounted Craig Slides) 39.00

C-2: ''The War Between the States" (6th-grade reading level; 20
lessons) (including teacher's manual, combined student manual
and vsorkbook, and 30 mounted Craig Slides) 36.50

C3: "Building tht Transcontinental" (7th -grade reading level;
23 lessons) (including teacher's manual, combined student
manutl and workbook, and 35 mounted Craig Slides) . 42.50
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AVAILABILITY:

C 4: "North to Alaska'. lath grade reading level; 23 lessors)
(including teacher's manual, combined student manual and
workbook, and 30 mounted Craig Slides)

0-5: "Alaskan Gold" (9th grade reading level; 20 lessons)
(including teacher's manual, combined student manual and
workbook, and 40 mounted Craig Slides)

Craig Reader

Immediate from publisher

TITLE:

PUBLISHER.

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABI LITY:

READER ORIENTATION:

FORMAT:

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

REMEDIATION:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAILABI I ITY:

S 36.50

49.50
249.50

CRAIG READING PROGRAM B

Craig Corp., 921 W, Artesia Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220

Reading: basic skills

To develop interest in reading, improve habits of critical thinking, and
increase reading efficiency

7th-grade reading level

Ranges from grade levels 7.0 to 9.0

Young adults

Twenty-four lessons with reading manuals, a workbook, tests, and 75
n ounted Craig Slides. With the Craig Reader each student can P. ogress at his
own rate. The Reader uses a rear-view projection sr:reen tr., adjust reading
speed to each student's needs, allowing for a reading range of from 75 to
more than 1,600 words per minute. Recommended as an extension of Craig
Reading Program C through C-5. Reading skills are introduced progres,..ive

difficulty with added empha ;is placed on vocabulary, main idea, and
supporting details.

Provided by progress and achievement tests as well as the student's
workbook

Not specified

Program is designed for individual use and requires a minimum of instructor
supervision.

Approximately one hour for each of 24 lc. -nns

Numerals case studies we available from the publisher

Complete Program S 89.59
Craig Reader . . ........... 249 50

immediate from publisher
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TITLE: EDI LEARNING 100

PUBLISHER: Educational Development Laboratories, Huntington, N.Y. 11744

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: reading and comrnunication skills

(See Language Arts section.)

TITLE: AUDIO READING PROGRESS LABORA'ORY, LEVELS 4-6 AND 7-8

PUBLISHER: Educational Progress Corp., 8538 C. 41st St., Tulsa, Okla. 74145

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, vocabulary, phonics, and study skills

PURPOSE: To develop ability to read new material within a reasonable re; rod of time
and demonstrate comp! ehension equivalent to an 8.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL.: 4th grade reading level: Intermediate Laboratory
7th-grade reading level: Upper Laboratory
Each laboratory contains diagnostic tests to determine where each pupil
should be placed in the program.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 2.0 to 10.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The program consists of an intermediate laboratory and a tenher's
The Reading Progress books offer practice in reading and applying skills.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Audio instruction features immediate kr,owledge of rsf:J1tF. Evaluative tests
measure each learner's advent- ?ment.

REMEDIATION: Not Si :cif i,x1

FLEXIIILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

12

The progress laboratory can be used in an individualized learning situatici or
correlated to a basic reading program for an entire class. Minimum super-
vision is required to administer lessons and check Progress.

Approximately 70 to O instructional hours

Not aoilable

Complete Intermediate Laboratory for Grades 4 6:
Open-reel tapes S 216.00
CaFiatte tapes 252.00

Separately for Each G rJcle:
Opanreel tapes 80.00
Cassette tapes 93.00

Reading Progress Book .65
Teacher's Guide 4.95
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Complete Upper Laboratory for Grades 7.8:
Open ree; tapes S 144.00
Cassette tapes 168.00

Separately for Each Grade:
Open-reel tapes 80.00
Cassette tapes 93.00

Reading Progress Book .65
Teacher's Guide 4.95

AVAILABILITY: I nmediate from publisher

TITLE: MI TERNS IN PHONICS II

PUBLISHER: Electronic Futures, lc 57 DOG,d Ave., North Haven, Conn. 06473

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: decoding

PURPOSE: To teach the decoding skills. Upon completion, student will have learner the
names of all capital and small letters, alphabetic.' order, commonly used
digraphs, blends, and phonograrns.

ENTRY LEVEL: 1.1.-vious reading skills are not required.

READABILITY: Nct apnlicable

REALER ORIENTATION: Suitable for young adults from various cultural backgrounds

. qP.MAT: Five sets of audio flashcards intended for use with the EFI Audio Flashcard
Reader. Each set conta:..- anproximately 175 "talking" flashcards, and each
flashcard has an audio tape attached to the back of the card. When the card
is inserted in the Audio Flashcard Reader, the unit plays back the recorded
r rogr3rn on tht tone. If the recorded lesson asks a question or requests the
user to respond, he simply presses another button and iecords his voice or
an erasable drill track. He can then replay the original program together with
his own recording to compare the response. The series also includes a
teacher's manual and diagnostic pad.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: I student maintains his own instructional or diagnostic pad, allowing him
to chart his own progress. Test results are teacher-evaluated.

REMEDIATION: The student cannot continue with a new lesson unless he has understood the
previous one. All test items and program sections are corohkeyed so that
even the nonreading student car. find the correct section in which to work.
When he feels he has learned ell the material in a given section, the student
returns to the supervisor for a final test. If his score is not high Enough, he
reviews the material with which he is having difficulty.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPE RVISION: Highly individualized within a classroom situation. A teacher is required to
explain the operation of the program and to evaluate test results.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 instructional hou s

VALIDATION: Not available

13
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COST: Five-Part Program (including supplementary materials) . S 325.00
EFI Flashcard Reader 250.00

with rechargeable battery 270.00
[Contact publisher for cost of additional diagnostic pads.]

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: SPELLING IMPROVEMENT SERIES

PUBLISHER: EMC Corp., 180 Sixth St., St. Paul, Minn. 55101

SUBJECT MATTE n. Language Arts: spelling

(See Language Arts section.)

TITLE: READING DEVELOPMENT SERIES

PUBLISHER: EMC Corp., 180 Sixth St., St. Paul, Minn. 55101

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading

JRPOSE. To encourage the studerv. to read and to develop the ability to read
effectively

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th-grade reading ability

READABILITY: Grade level 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Stries is divie.::d into six units and consists of 18 cassettes (or 36 opera -reel
tapes), six sets of consumable workbooks (25 to a set), and six teacher's
guides. A tape deck or cassette player is necessary for playback. Basic
r"ading1 difficulties are classified on the tapes so the student can begin
exact;y where he needs help and pi L,c,:ed at ,,is own rate.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Directions are given on tape by the narrator to the listener, The student
follows these directions in completing the exercises in his workbook Each
tape has a corresponding set of exercises, Answers are found in the teacher's

REMEUIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The series is intended for take home assignments or individualized use in the
library or listening room. It can also be used for small-group instruction.
instructor is needed mainly to grade student's worlr.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 2) to 30 hours for the series

VALIDATION: Not availabla

COST: Complete Program (open reel tape or cassette} S 139.63
[Consult publisher for replacements.]

AVAI LA3 I LI T Y: Immediate from publisher

14
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TITLE: COMMUNICATIONS I, II, III

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: LarigJage Arts: reading and w iting skills based on a linguistic approach

(See Language Arts section.)

TITLE: TALKING IT OVER

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 601-i07

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: readiness

PURPOSE: To develop skills necessary for success in the initial stage, of learning to read.
Special attention is given to enriching the student's conceptual background
and to enlarging his listening and speaking vocabulary. Student also learns to
hear likenesses and differences in sounds.

ENTRY LEVEL: Elcimentary speaking knowledge of EngIsh by ar:ults studying English as a
second language and who may or may not be literate in their own language.

READABI I ITV: Ability to read is not required for participation in this program.

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults with limited oral experience in English, especially
Spanish speaking, German r,peaking, or Italian - speaking persons

FORMAT: A consumable program structured in three sentLins bound and punched for
use with a three-ring binder. The instructor's book presents additional
exercises for practice and instruction, to be read to the student.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Teacher evaluates student's progress through exercises contained in both
workbook and instructor 's book.

REMEDIATION: Not specifie

FLtXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION. Requires close supervision of individual student or gro,p of students

TIME TO COMPLETE: 1° to 30 hou, s, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: "Talking It Over"
Instructor's Book

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

1.05
5.00

TITLE: LEARNING YOUR LANGUAGE ONE AND TWO

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Bled., Chicago, Ill. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Readng, Language Arts: comprehension and composition skills integrated
with literature selections

{Se, Language Arts section.}

20
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TITLE SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESSBOOKS 1 and 2

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill, 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Mathematics, Reading

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: TURNER CAREER GUIDANCE SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension; World of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TIT' E: TURNER-LIVINGSTON COMMUNICATION SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: supplementary reading; World of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: TURNER-LIVINGSTON REAOING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educati,anal Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Mathematics, World of Work, Consu.ner Education

(See Multi-Subject section.)

16

TITLE: ESSENTIAL EDUCATIONAL SKILLS ?GRAM: SKILLFUL READING

PUBLISHER: Genera: Learning Corp., Career Advancer e It Programs, 753 Fairfield Ave.,
Bridgeport, Conn. 06604

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: vocabulary, word analysis, and comprehension

PURPOSE To give the student an understanding of a variety of text materials by
developi.ig his vocabjlr,ry, word-analysis, and comprehension skills

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th -grade reading skills

READABILITY: Grade level 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Three consumable, programmed, self-instructional books, each containing
three or four lessons with a course mastery test. Answer keys accompany the

Program.
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FEEDBACK AND RECei1D KEEPING:

RE VEDI ATI ON:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME 1'0 COMPLET

VALI DATION:

COST:

A'VAILABILITY:

The studeirt is provided with immediate verification of each response. Lesson
and course-mastery tests provide achievement informaticii.

Not specified

Designed for individual use at home or in a classroom. Supervision is helpful
but not necessary.

.:)rproximate'y 15 hours

Not available

Complete Set (ircludes three books, Course Mastery Test,
instructions, and mask). Answer Keys provided at no charge with
each shipment.

Immediate from r, btisher

S 8.40

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABILITY:

READER ORIENTATION:

FORMAT:

FEEDBACK AND RFCORO KEEPING:

REMEDIATIONI:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

ENGLISH FOR THE SPANISH-SPEAKING

Grolier Educational Corp., 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

Reading: basic skills

To offer Spanishspeaking persons a practical course in the everyday reading
and use of the FnglisT. language. in so doing, the student achieves the
equivalent of a 3rd-grade reading ability in English.

7th-grade reading revel in Spanish

Ranges from grade levers 0.0 to 3.0

Spanishspeaking young and mature adults

The program is available in programmed text or teaching-machine format.
The text, which is in two parts and contains a total of 410 pages, is divided
into 1236 frames for programmed instruction. Space is provided for the
student to write his own answers. Two 7" records are included. The
MIN/MAX machine is required for use with the teaching-machine format.

Programmed text provides immediate confirmation of ail written answers.
Answers to post- or achievement tests are contained in the instructor's
manual.

Not specified

The program is intended for individual use. Supervision is not required
except with younger students, who may need help in using the teaching
machine or textbook mask,

35 to 50 hours

Not available

9u
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COST: Complete Program (teaching-machine format) S 12.50
Complete Program (text format) 13.50
MIN/MAX Teaching Machine 25.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: READING ATTAINMENT SYSTEMS 1 AND 2

PUBLISHER: Grolier Educational Corp., 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, word attack, and vucabul3ry

PURPOSE: To bring the student from a 3.0 grade reading level up to a 6.0 grade reading
level in reading comprehension, word-attack, and vocabulary skills

ENTRY LEVEL: System One: 3rd-grade comprehension and vocabulary skills
System Two: 5th-grade comprehension and vocabulary skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.5 to 6.5

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Each of two programs (kits) contains 120 individua' reading selections
arranged in six color-keyed groups. Each sel ..ction has a separate Skill Card
with a glossary of difficult words, Y.ircliattack exercises, and vocabulary-
building aids. Also included in each it are a set of 120 answer keys (one for
each reading selection and Skill Card), 30 Reader Record Books, a 60-page
instructor's manual, and a Wdll Chart Pronunciation Guide. The pronun-
ciation guide lists the hard-to-pronounce words from the reading selections.
It can be used for classroom pronunciation drills, for iodividual instruction
of students, or for reference by students who have special difficulty with
pronunciation.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPINU: The answer keys enable the student to monitor his own progress by
providing a reading check and correct answiars to questions in the reading
selections and Skill Cards. The Reader Record Books contain pages with
blanks for Skill Card and Answer Key questions and a Progress Plotter for
helping the stud nt keep track of his progress.

REME DATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Although each program is designed primarily for in 'ivicical use, an instructor
should be present to make appropriate assignments arid suggestions, as
indicated in the instructor's manual.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 100 to 200 hours for each program

VALIDATION: Not avriilable

COST: Complete Program (System One, System Two)
Complete Kit (lach)
Additional Rec;:xd Reader Books 'pkg/101

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

18
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TITLE: ENGLISH LESSONS FOR ADULTS

PUBLISHER: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 757 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: reading, spelling, vocabulary, pronunciation, and elementary
composition

(See Language Arts section.)

TITLE: IMPERIAL INTERNATIONAL READING PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Imperial International Learning, Box 54' Rt. 54 South, Kankakee, III.
60901

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension and word analysis

PURPOSE. To motivate the student and help him develop important comprehension and
word-analysis skills through individualized instruction. Student's reading
ability should ogress at least two grade levels.

ENTRY LEVEL: 7iiu-grade reading level. The first lesson in the program serves as a placement
test that will indicate the lesson at which the student should begin in the
program.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade level:, 2.0 to 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: A multimedia learning program containing eight units of five lessons each.
Each lesson consists of a tape, a four-page story card, ,end activity pages in a
consumable student response book. The tape guide: the reader through a
variety of reading activities in the correlated story card and activity book.
The program includes a teacher's guide with story summaries, answers for
the workbook, and follow-Jo exercises.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Thirty copies of a 24-page student activity book accompany each unit. Each
book contains comprehension and word-attack exercises, unit tests, 3

glossary, and a page on which the student enters his scores for he exercises
and tests.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

'LE Xi BI LP-FY AND SUPERVISION: Each student can work at h;s own rate and evaluate his performance
privately. If necessary, the program may also be used by groups of from four
to eight students who are at approximately the same reading level. An
Instructor should Ix present to explain operation and provide supervHon.

TIME :0 COMPLETE: 30 to 45 minutes for each lesson

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program (including 40 tapes, eight story cards for each
tape, 30 pupil workbooks, and three teacher's manuals)

Cassette S 319.00
Open-reel tape 35:1.00

Story Cards (each additional pkg/8) 1.25
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Teacher's Manuals each additional copy) $ 2.25
Pupil Woikbooks !each additic..+al copy) 1.95

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: IMPERIAL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AURAL READING LAB

PUBLISHER: Imperial International Learning, Box 548, Rt. 54 South, Kankakee, III.
60901

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: basic skills

PURPOSE: To develop basic reading and vocabulary skills through use of a multimedia
approach. The program concentrates on phonetics, word analysis and
comp-chension, and reading rate. Reading speed increases from 99 wpm to
256 wpm.

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th grade reading comprehension and vocabulary skills

READABILITY: Grade level 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Forty tapes one for each lesson), 40 four-page story cards, and a 42-page
student workbook that includes a progress chart. Each lesson contains in
addition to the prerecorded tape, a story card with a response page. he
teacher's manual contains a brief description and the purpose of each lesson,
questions and answers, and follow-up suggestions.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The program is entirely self-correctin2. Comprehension and word skills are
checked at the end of each lesson. After the student completes his written
work, he checks his answers against answers given on the tape. The student's
comprehension and reading rates are recorded on a special progress chart in
his workbook.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Recommended for individual instruction. Six identical story cards
accompany each tape so that six students can use the program at any one
time. A minimum of supervision is required once an instructor has explned
the program.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 45 minutes for each lesson

VALIDATION: Informal testing in a local reading lab indicates a two-year gain in reading
skills by junior high school students who have completed the program.

COST: Complete Program (includes 240 Story Cards, 30 Tapes, 30 Pupil
Responsa Books, and three Teacher's Manuals)

4-Track tape 5 289.00
Cassette 329.00

Additional Story Cards (pkg/6) (specify lesson number) .95
Additional Pupil Response Books (each) .50
Additional Teacher's Manuals (each) 2.25

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: ADULT BASIC COMMUNICATIONS

PUBLISHER: Ken Cook Transnational, 9929 W. Silver Spring Rd Milwaukee, Wis. 53225

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic skills required for reading and v,iting; World of Work

(See Multi-Subiect section.)

TITLE: PROGRAMMED READING FOR ADULTS

PUBLISHER: McGraw-Hill Book Co 330 W. 42ni St., New York, N.Y. 10036

SUBJECT MATTER: Basic Reading Skills

PURPOSE: To develop basic reading skills to a 6.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: Assumes functional illiteracy. Placement tests indicate starting level.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 1.5 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adwts

FORMAT: Consists of eight consumable texts, a placement test, three teacher's
marrJals, one sound-symbol booklet, one set of alphabet cards, one set of
word cards, and one booklet of achievement tests.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Students receive immediate verification of each response. Teacher-evaluated
tests following every 24 pages provide additional achievement information.

REMEDIATJON: A large number of supplementary review exercises have been designed to be
administered after students have completed the pages to which the exercises
are keyed, They may be used either with groups or with individual students,

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: By employing a linguistic approach in a programmed format, the program is
practically self-teaching. The initial orientation and small amount of tutoring
required can be accomplished by following the teacher's guide.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 40 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST:

AVAILABI LIT?:

Book 1: The Letters of the Alphabet" S 2.56
Book 1: Teacher's Edition 5.04
Book 2: "The Sounds of the Letters" 2.20
Book 2: Teacher's Edition 3.60
Book 3: "From Words to Sentences" 2.04
Book 4: "Sentence Reading" 2.04
Book 5: "Paragraph Reading" 2.04
Book 6: "Consecutive Paragraphs" 2.04
Book 7: "Content Analysis" 2.04
Book 8: "Functional Reading" 2.04
Teacher's Guide for Books 3-8 5.92
Word Cards 25,00
Sound-Symbol Book 6.28
Placement Tests fpkg/100) 8.40

S 71.24
Immedia" from publisher
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TITLE: THE NIACfV1ILLAN READING SPECTRUM OF SKILLS

PUBLISHER: The Macmillan Co., School Div., 866 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, word analysis, and vocabulary development

PURPOSE: To develop an 8.0 grade level mastery of reading comprehension and
vocabulary skills and a 7.0 grade level mastery of word analysis skills

ENTRY LEVEL: 2nd-grade word-analysis skiffs, 3rd-grade reading comprehension and
vocabulary skills. A placement test helps to indicate the starting level for
each st.ident.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade revels 2.0 to 8.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Frau copies each of 18 nonconsumable sequential instruction booklets; six
each of the skill areas of reading comprehension, word analysis and vocabu-
lary drvelopment. The Teacher's Guide contains placement tests, supple.
mentan/ tests, and teaching suggestions. Consumable Pupil Record Books
accompany the program.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student keeps a record of his progress in the Pupil Record Book.
Teacher.evaruated tests provide additional information on student
achievement.

REMEDIATfON: Not spe:ified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Students complete skill levels individually. Up to twelve students can work
at the same level on different skills. An instructor is required for providing
individual help and for administering and evaluating tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 2 hours for each booklet, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not ava lable

COST: The Complete Spectrum of Skills" (includes four copies each of
the 18 booklets, three display boxes, one Teacher's Guide,
and one Pupil Record Book) S 108.00
(Contact publisher for cost of additional Record Books.)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

OrERATION ALPHABET

PUBLISHER: Noble & Noble Publishers, Inc., 750 Third Ave New York, N.Y. 10017

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Writing, World of Work

(See MuftiSubject section.)
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TITLE: REMEDIAL READING PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Open Court Publishing Co., 1039 Eighth St., LaSalle, III. 61301

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Language Arts: reading, word attack, spelling, writing and
composition

(See Lang cage Arts section.)

TITLE: INTERMEDIATE READING

PUBLISHER: Perceptual Development Labs., P. 0. Box 1911, Big Spring, Tex. 79?20

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading' visual perception, vocabulary development, and reading speed

PURPOSE: Student develops reading skills to a 7.0 grade level. Training is provided in
visual perception, vocal). lacy development, and controlled reading.

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th -grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 7.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Eleven 16mm films, seven instructional film loops, a printed instructor's
manual, and 20 student workbooks. Films deal with orientation to the
program and such reading skills as skimming, critical reading, and Teed
reading. The film 'ops are used for developing efficient eye movement.
Each student records his answers to drills in his student workbjuk.
The program is accompanied by a Perceptoscope Mark III Model 100. For a
description of this projector refer to Developmental Reading, published by
Perceptual Development Labs.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student keeps a record of his progress in his Student Record Book.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Individualized and group instructional situations for 20 students or less.
Instructor responsibility incliAes operation of the equipment and guidance
of group discussion.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 hours for the entire Program

VALIDATION: The program wa used at the Breckenridge Job Corps Center in Morganfield,
Ky. Two foi ms of the Nelson Denny Diarinostic Tests were used as pre- and
post tests. Students showed a 3.2 grade level gain.

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

Complete Program S 559.00
Perceptoscope Mark III Model 100 1 595 00
Perceptodapter 66.00
Projector Lamp, OKP 27.50
Wheelit Projection Stand and Cart 68.00
(For cost of individual components, contact publisher.1

Immediate from publisher
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TITL READING IMPROVEMENT

PUBLISHER: Perceptual Development Labs., P.O. Box 1911, Big Spring, Tex. 79720

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension

PURPOSE: To improve reading comprehension and speed to a 9.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th-grade level in reading comprehension and vocabulary

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 6.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature ac. Its

FORMAT: Ten reading modules, each containing a filmed article, tachistoscopic
practice material with comprehension and word power tests, a related
P1,nted article, instructor resource material, and student record books. Two
special features are reading background loops that permit control of reading
speed and a digital clock film that displays the amount of time that has
pessed.

FEED134CK AND RECORD KEEPING: A progress record is kept by the student.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Intended for classroom use with groups of 25 students or less. Instructor is
necessary for providing individual assistance.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Not specified

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Compli,te Set (ten modules, for 25 students) S 431.00
lndiv dual modules 43.50

Perceptoscope 1,595.00
Perceptodapter 66.00
Projection Lamp, DKP 27.50
Wneel it Projection Stand and Cart 68.00
[For cost of individual components, contact publisher.]

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: READING AND WRI1 NG WITH PHONICS

PUBLISHER: Perceptual Development Labs., P. O. Box 1911, Big Spring, Tex. 79720

SUBJECT MATTER: Beginning reading: sight reading and phonics

PURPOSE: To eoable student to master the basic sounds and letters of English, the
sound of letters when they are combined, a "sight" reading vocabulary, and
the use of the words as parts of sentences to a 2.0 grade level.

ENTRY LEVEL: Assumes students are nonreaders

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levers 0.0 to 2.0
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READER ORIENTATION: Young and taature adults

FORMAT: Five 16mm films, 12 film loops. two tape recordings, and a printed
instructor's manual. The films deal with orientation to the program, sounds
of short and long vowels and consonants, phonic combinations, 50 basic
sight vocabulary words and sentence patterns. Tne film loops present sounds
of single vowels, singl- consonants, and sound combinations of vowels,
consonants, and vowel-consonants. The tape recordings deal with alphabet
sounds and phonic combinations. The tapes and i:-:'ormational film loops
reinforce the &i11 -film exercises.
The program is accompanied by a Perceptoscope Mark III Model 100. For a
description of this machine refer to Developmental Reading, published by
Perceptual Development Labs.

FEEDCACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student keeps a record of his own progress.

REMEDIATION: The Perceptoscope allows a student to review a specific skill until he masters
it.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Intended for classroom use with 20 students or less under the guidance of an
instructor.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 hours for be program

VALIDATION: An experimental oroject was run at Minnesota University. Students gained
2.0 grace levels in -eading after completing the program.

COST: Complete program S 670.00
Perceptoscope Mark III Model 100 1 595 00
Perceptedapter 66.00
Projection Lamp, DKP 27.50
Wheelit Projection Stand and Cart 68.00
IFor cost of individual components contact the publisher.)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: POWER EADING

PUBLISHER Proc ams for Achievarnent in Reading, Inc., Abbott Park Pl., Providence,
R.I. 02903

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, vocabulary development, and phonetic analysis.

PURPOSE: To inciease reading efficiency and develop effective study habits to a 5.0
grade level while building skills in comprehension, word building, and
phonetic analysis

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd-grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 5.0

READEF, ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults
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FORMAT: The program consists of an instructor's guide and the following five
consumable hooks:
Book One: "Reading fur Power" (264 pp.)
Book Two: "Reading for Speed" (142 pp.)
Book Three: "Word Study" (96 pp.)
Book Four: "Personal Reading Record" (6B pp.)
Book Five: "Selective. Reading" (54 pp.)

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student reco. ds progress in Book Four, "Personal Reading Record." Charts
provide for recording hourly progress in every skill activity covered by the
program.

REMEWATION7 Minimum scores on review tests following each book must be reached for
student to progress through program.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Prescribed for individual instruction. Some supervision is required to check
progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 15 to 30 hours for entire program, varying with individual

VALIDATION: Statistical comparison of pre- and post test scores, including time-lapse
studies, are available from the publisher.

COST: Complete Set
[One set needed for each student.]

AVAI LABILI TY: Immediate from publisher

S 14.50

TITLE: HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY PREP PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Programs for Achievement in Rea&rg, Inc., Abbott Park Pl., Providence,
R.I. 02903

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, English, Mathematics

See Multi-Subject section.)
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TITLE: ADULT READERS

PUBLISHER: Reader's Digest Services, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehensio., and Nord analysis

PURPOSE: To meet the special needs of adults learning to read and of adolescents
requiring special attention with such reading problems as comprehensi,..1 and
word analysis. Student should attain 4.0 grade level in reading skills by
completion of the prugram.

ENTRY LEVEL: Basic sight rezAing vocabulary of 100 words

READABIUTY: Step One (four books): grade levels 1.2 to 2.1
Step Two (four books): grade levels 2.2 to 3.1
Step Three (four books/ grade levels 3.2 to 4.1

READER OFIll'ITATION: Young and mature adults
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FORMAT: A series of twelve workbooktype supplementary Readers of 32 pages each.
Brief exercises for developing comprehension and word-attack skills follow
each selection. Answers are provided to all exercises. The Readers offer
easy-to-read type and four-color illustratio -.. The teacher's manual contains
a reading-skills chart. Each number on the. ..nart indicates the page on which
a specific skill is developed More than one skill may be developed in a single
exercise.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Each Reader contains comprehension quizzes following each selection and a
progress chart for recording reading rates and comprehension scores. Answer
keys are provided.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is prescribed for individual use with a minimum of supervision.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 12 to 20 hours for each Reader

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Set (including 12 Readers and a 15-page Teacher's
Manual) S 3.60

AVAI L ABI LI TY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: READETS DIGEST READINGS

PUBLISHE R: Reader's Digest Services, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension and vocabulary building

PURPOSE: To improve reading vocabulary and comprehension of persons studying
English as a second language. The series is designed to increase students'
vocabulary to 1,5CO words.

ENTRY l_EVEL: Books One and Two assume a 500-word reading vocabulary in English.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 2.0 to 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: The program is designed for young and mature adults speaking nonstandard
English or a foreign language.

FORMAT: A series of six consumable 144-page books. Each book is illustrated and
features a footnote definition of each new word that i; introduced. A
gross: Ay s also included. Each new word is introduced in heavy type, defined
in the footnote, and often depicted by illustration.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: All books offer quizzes to test comprehension and promote vocabulary
growth. Answers to exercises are included in the back of the book.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Work can be completed independently in the classroom of ot home. Minimal
supervision is required.
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TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 10 hours for each book

VALIDATION: Not specified

COST: Complete Set (includes six books)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

S 4.50

TITLE: SKILL BUILDER READING PROGRAM (GRADES 4.10)

PUBLISHER: Reader's Digest Services, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: word attack and comprehensin

PURPOSE: To strengthen reading skills, including comprehension, vocabulary, reading
rate, and writing skills. Material is structured to bring the student to a 10.0
grade reading level.

ENTRY LEVEL: 4thgruue reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 10.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The program for Levels 4 to 6 consists of 18 illustrated 144-page readers
with five Skill Builders and one Science Reader for each level. included in
Levels 7 and 8 are two 160-page "Advanced Skill Builders" and one
160page "Improve Your Reading" text. "Improve Your Reading," parts 3
and 4, cover Levers 9 and 10. An Advanced Practice Pad and a series of six
Progress Record Booklets are used at Levels 4, 5, and G. Four story-
dramatization cassette tapes are provided for Level 4 and two cassette tapes
for Level 6 (the narrator on the tapes leads the student through the story
exercises in the Skill Builders/. A Master Manual and an Answer Key Booklet
covering the New Reading Skill Builders are available for the entire program.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING. Separate Progress Record Booklets are available for each of the six New
Reading Skill Builders at Levels 4, 5, and 6. These 20-page booklets
eliminate the peed for pupils to write answers in the Skill Builders. Each
booklet contains all the exercises and quizzes as well as a detachable reading
progress chart.

REMEDIATION: Advanced Practice Pad provides exercise material designed to build and
reinforce decoding skills. It may be used in conjunction with, or indepen-
dentry of, the Skill Builders, focusing on skills that need reinforcement.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:
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Although the Readers (Reading Skill Builders) are self directed and suitable
for home study, an instructor is required to determine the student's initial
reading revel and to monitor his progress. The program can be individualized
Ina classroom situation.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 45 minutes for each lesson, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available



COST: 26 Readers (S .90 each) S 23.40
6 Progress Record Booklets ($ .30 each) 1.80

Practice Pad .88

Master Manual .90

Answer Key Booklet .75

Cassettes (packet of 6) (Levels 4 and 6( 35.70
Records (121 (Levels 4 and 6} 29.70

AVA I LABI LI TY: Immediate from publisher

RELATED MATERIALS: Also available for the extension of reading, writing, and speaking skills
through grade level 12.0 is the Educational Edition of the Reader's Digest.
This program consists of the regular edition of the magazine with a 24-page
insert that includes exercises and quizzes in such areas as reading compre-
hension, vocabulary, and word analogies. An answer key is included at the
back of the insert. A teacher's edition is furnished with minimum orders of
10. Contact the publisher for additional information.

TITLE: DIMENSIONS IN READING SERIES: WE ARE BLACK

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, In. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension and vocabulary development

PURPOSE: To increase reading comprehension 'and vocabulary development to a 5.0
grade level, to motivate interest in reading, and to develop awareness of
black people's heritage

ENTRY LEVEL: 2nd-grade skills in reading, vocabulary, and comprehension

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 2.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults concerned with the historical and modern rote of
black people

FORMAI:

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

The program, packaged in one kit, consists of 120 four-page Reading
Selections, 120 Skill Cards, 40 Key Booklets, 40 Student Books and one
Teacher's Handbook. The selections are grouped in six progressive levels of
reading difficulty. The reading selection deal with contributions of famous
and unknown, modern and historical, American and nonAmerican black
people. The student reads each selection and completes the vocabulary and
comprehension exercises found on the Skill Cards.

The student keeps a record of his progress in the Student Record Book and
is aware of his improvement as he advance!+ to each of the more diffHilt
levels.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILI1 Y AND SUPERVISION: The kit is designed for use by 40 students cr less working on an individu-
alized basis with or without supervision. Selections that can be read to
students are in the teacher's handbook a-A can be used at the instructor's
discretion.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 45 minutes for each lesson, varying with the individual
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VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Kit
Additional Student Books
Additional Teacher's Handbook

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

$ 74.20
,48
.67

TITLE: PILOT LIBRARY SERIES: PILOT LIBRARIES Ila, Ilb, 11c, AND Illb

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associate; Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: F. :ding: comprehension and vocabulary development

PURPOSE: To improve independent reading skirls from grade levels 2.0 to 5.0

ENTRY LEVEL: Library Ila: 2nd grade level
Library Ilb: 3rd-grade level
Library 11c: 4th-grade level
Library Illb: 5th-grade level

READABILITY: Ranges over several grade levels for each library.
Library I la: grade levels 2.0 to 7.0
Library lib; grade levels 3.0 to 8.0
Library IIc: grade revels 4.0 to 9.0
Library Illb: grade levels 5.0 to 12.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Each of the four libraries contains 72 selections from full-length books. -he
selections, called Pilot Books, are from 24 to 32 pages long. Comprehension
exercises for each selection are in the Stodent Record Book Libraries I la,
I lb. and 11c. Student Record Books have tr, be ordered for each student.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student checks his answers in the Key Booklet and keeps a record of his
progress in his Student Record Book.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is designed for use by individual students and requires or
no supervision.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approxit mtely one hour to complete each Pilot Book and the accompanying
exercises, varying with the individoal

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Pilot Library Set Ila, Ilb, or Ilc $ 92.70
Student Fecord Book (one per student) (ea. h) .79

Pilot Library Set Illb 92.70
Student Worksheet (complete set of 72 pads) (initial supply:
one 10-page pa'd per Pilot Book) 15.60

Teacher's Handbook (each additional copy) 1.95
Key Booklets (each additional pkg(20) 3.00
Specimen Set 5.67

AVAILABI LIT1 : Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: READING FOR UNDERSTANDING (JUNIOR EDITION)

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension

PURPOSE' To learn to analyze ideas and draw logical conclusions from materials to an
8.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 2nd-grade level reading comprehension and vocabulary development. Place-
ment tests are provided so that the student can begin to work at his own
level.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 2.0 to 8.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Packaged in one kit, series contains 400 lesson cards, a consumable Student
Record Book, Placement Tests, Answer Key Booklets, and a Teacher's
Handbook. Lesson cards are arranged in 100 steps of progressively difficult
reading with four lessons at each level. After reading one of the ten
paragraphs on each lesson card, the student selects the best of four suggested
conclusions. The student records his answers in the Student Record Book.
The corner i answers are in the Answer Key Booklets.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student checks his own answers to the exercises. He can chart his
progress in the Student Record Book.

REMEWATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is designed for use by individual students or by a small group of
up to four students working cn the same level. An instructor is required for
administering and evaluating placement tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approx:mistely 20 to 30 minutes for each lesson, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: After spending five months working in the program approximately three
times a week, students showed an average grade level gain of 1.07 on a
standardized achievement test.

COST: Complete Set for Gracies 3.0 to 8.0:
Reading for Understanding, Junior Edition S 59.40
Student Record Book (1 for each student) (each) .44
Placement Test (pkg/40) 6.12
Teacher's Handbook (each additional copy) 1.64
Specimen Set 2.00

AVAILABILITY: Imrn:diate from publisher

RELATED MATERIAL: A Senior Edtion of the program is available. Readability of the Senior
Edition ranges from grade levels 8.0 to 13.0.
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TITLE: READING LABORATORY SERIES: READING LABORATORY II la KIT

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, word attack, vocabulary development, and speed
reading

PURPOSE: To develop and improve skills in reading comprehension, vocabulary
development, word attack, and listening, and to improve reading rate from a
3.0 to 5.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd-grade reading vocabulary and comprehension skills. A short placement
test in the student record book helps to place the student at one of the
reading levels in the program,

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levers 3.0 to 11.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: The program, packaged in one kit, contains the following materials:
1. Fifteen power builders at each of ten reading levels. These are four-page
reading selections followed by exercises.
2. A teacher's handbook containing ten listening skill builder selections,
designed to develop the student's ability to understand and retain what is
heard. The teacher reads a selection, and the student answers comprehension
exercises and records his answers in the student record book.
3. Short, timed, reading rate builders designed to develop speed and
concentration.
4. One student record book. Additional copies must be ordered for each
student using the program.
A recorded system in cassette or open-reel tapes, called Synchroteach,
accompanies the kit. This system gives the student step-by-step instructions
on how to use the program. In addition, it narrates listening skill builder
selections. -be instructor is therefore freed from performing these tasks.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student record book is used to record responses, correct them, and keep
a record of progress.

REM EDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION.
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The program is designed for individual student use or for groups of up to 15
students working on the same :evel. An instructor is required for explaining
use of the program, administering and evaluating placement tests, and for
reading selections aloud. If the Synchroteach is used, minimum teacher
guidance is necessary except for administering and evaluating placement
tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 45 minutes for each power builder lesson, varying with
the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Reading Laboratory Itla Kit (1964 Edition) $ 99.95
Student Record Book (1 per student) (each) .78
Teacher's Handbook (each additional copy) 2.40
Specimen Set 4.08
Synchroteach

Cassette 47.60
Opcn reel tape 43.40
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AVA I LABI LI TY: Immediate from publisher

RELATED MATERIAL: -I here are also other kits available for lower and higher grade and interest
levels. These kits follow the same general format as the one described here.
For additional information contact the publisher.

TITLE: NEW ROCHESTER OCCUPATIONAL READING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, World of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: ACTIVITY-CONCEPT ENGLISHACE 301

PUBLISHER: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1900 E. Lake Ave., Glenview, III. 60025

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic language skills

(See Language Arts section.)

TITLE: TACTICS IN READING I, II, and III

PUBLISHER: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1900 E. Lake Ave:, Glenview, III. 60025

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, word attack, and structural anaty

PURPOSE: To develop a 9.0 wale reading level by concentrating on practice a k, rcises in
specific reading skills

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th grade reading ability. Diagnostic tests on each level of the program reveal
deficiencies and abilities of the student. He can then work on exercises for
areas that need special attention.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade Inels 5.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Programs I and II are available in workbook form as well as in boxed kits of
exercise cards. Program I contains 35 exercise cards, Program II contains 30.
Program III is availahle only in workbook form. A teacher's guide
accompanies each program.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Each teacher's guide contains the answer key to tests and exercises in the
workbook.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The workbooks are intended for individual use, although an instructor is
needed to measure the student's progress. Kits are intended for classroom
use.
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TIME TO COMPLETE; Approximately 20 to 25 hours for each program

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Kit (for 30 to 35 students) each S 64.00
Workbook I and Teacher's Guide 1.83
Workbook II and Teacher's Guide 2.22
Workbook III and Teacher's Guide . . 2.49

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: BUILDING YOUR LANGUAGE POWER

PUBLISHER: Silver Burdett Co., 250 James St., Morristown, N.J. 07960

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic reading and writing skills

(See Language Arts section.)

TITLE: ENGLISH: YOUR NEW LANGUAGE

PUBLISHER: Silver Burdett Co., 250 James St., Morristown, N.J. 07960

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic language skills

(See Language Arts section.)

TITLE: ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE SERIES

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Co., P.O. Box 2028, Austin, Tex. 78767

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension, word attack, and vocabulary

PURPOSE: To teach educationally deprived adults the basic read i,g skills through a 3.0
grade revel

ENTRY LEVEL: Literacy in English or any other language is helpful but not required.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade reading levels 0.0 to 3.0

READER ORIENTATION: Designed primarily for use by minority and non Lnglisli speaking adults.
Special material for Spanish-speaking students.

FORMAT: A series of seven consumable work-textbooks. Three of th ese are prepared
especially for Spanish-speaking adults learning Ergi.sh as a second language,
Answer ke ts and teacher's manuals are provided wi ih a, st of the books. See
COST for further descriptions and gad levels.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Answer keys to exercises are available to students.

34

REMEDIATION: Not sfaciiied
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FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The series is suitable for individual self-instruction, but an instructor is
rec. mmended for providing £ssistance.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 50 hours for the program, varying widely with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Series S 6.15
From A to Z" (Grade 1) (no Teachers Manual) .48
'Working with Words" (Grades 1.2) (including Teacher's Manual) 1.08

"Working with Word Patterns" (Grades 2-3) (including Teacher.;
Manuai) 1.08

"Steps to Learning" (Books 1 and 2 for Grades 1-3) (no
Teacher's Manual) 1.75

"The Lopez Family" (Grades 2-3) (including Teacher's Manual) . .88
"Read to ..earn" (Grades 3-4) (including Teacher's Manual) . .83

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

114 -1 - -4
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TITLE: THE MOTT BASIC LANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Allied Education Council, Galien, Mich. 49113

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Reading, Consumer Education, World of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: THINKING BOX

PUBLISHER: tlenefic Press, 10300 W. Roosevelt Rd., Westchester, III. 60153

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: critical-thinking skills

PURPOSE: To develop critical-thinking skills such as observing, comparing, interpreting,
imagining and coding

ENTRY LEVEL. 5th grade readir skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 7.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Student works from 240 activity cards to develop a specific discipline keyed
to one of 12 thinking operations. Should he experience difficulty, he refers
to one of the 60 self-help skills cards for amplification. In addition, 30
student reference booklets guide and assist the student in using the self-help
cards

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student maintains an activity record sheet of his work. This sheet
provides a place for self-g-ading and also pinpoints areas requiring additional
practice. The teacher then checks the sheet against the student's work, usiiig
a teacher's manual for reference.

REMEDIATION: The self-help cards contained in the student reference books offer specific
guidance when difficulty is encountered.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for use with a large class, a small group, or individual students. An
instructor is necessary to explain how the program works and to evaluate
student progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 75 to 90 hours for the program

VALIDATION: Case studies ailable from publisher

COST: Complete Program S BOW
Student Reference Books (each additional copy) .60
Student Activity Record Sheets 1.20

AVA I LABI LI TY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE. LESSONS FOR SELF-INSTRUCTION IN BASIC SKILLS: ENGLISH
LANGUAGE

PUBLISHER: California Test Bureau/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey,
Calif. 93940

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: sentence pattern, verbs, punctuation, and capitalization

PURPOSE: To provide practice in constructing sentence patterns using verbs, capital-
ization, and punctuation

ENTRY LEVEL: Booklets C-D: 5th- to 6th-grade reading skills
Booklets E-F: 7th to Sth-grade reading skill:

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 8.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Skill booklets, 168 student record books, and a manual for teachers are
packaged in a kit. Eight different programmed skill booklets are included,
four at each of two levels.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student is given immediate feedback as he progresses through each
lesson. He also keeps a record of his progress in the student record books.

REMEDIATION: When a student answers a question incorrectly, he is immediately provided
with an explanation of why his answer is incorrect. He then has the
opportunity to select the correct response.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The kit is designed for individual use or for groups of four students or less
working on the same level. Minimum supervision is required.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 14 to 20 hours for the program

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Kit S 47.00
Replacement material:

Manual for Teachers .75
Student Record Sheets (additional pkg/25) 1.25

(One Student Record Shiet free with each bocklet.]

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABILITY:

READER ORIENTATION:

FORMAT:

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

REMEDIATION:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAILABI LITY:

INGLES PRACTICO SIN MAESTRO

Cenco Educational Aids, 4401 W. 26th St., Chicago, III. 60623

Language Arts: English as a second language

To gi.:e students familiarity with basic English conversational skills

7th-grade reading ability in Spanish

Not applicable in English; all explanations and instructions are given orally
or in Spanish.

Spanish-speaking young and mature adults

Four open-reel tapes are used in conjunction with a 198-page consumable
text-workbook.

students use answer keys provided for all exercises in the text to evaluate
their own responses.

Tapes can be replayed as many times as necessary to assure comprehension
of the material.

When the program is used as a self-study course, an instructor's presence is
not required. It is, however, recommended for support.

Approximately 10 to 25 hours for the course

Not available

Complete Program (all tapes and texts) S 28.00
Copies of text (add Tonal pkg/10} 15.00

Immediate from publisher

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABILITY:

READER ORIENTATION:

FORMAT.
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ESTUDIOS DE INGLES

Cenco Educational Aids, 4401 W. 26th St., Chicago, III. 60623

Language Arts: English as a second language

To develop proficiency in basic English conversational skills. The program is
a sequel to Ingles Practico Sin Maestro.

3rdgrade leading ability is helpful; a rudimentary ;peaking knowledge of
English is necessary.

All dialogues, phrases, and sentences ,ppear with their Spanish equivalents.
All explanations and instructions ate al.o given in Spanish.

Spanish-speaking young and mature adults

Program consists of four open-reel tapes with a text and answer booklet.
Each lesson contains grammar-review exercises, a selection of useful
expressions and idiomatic phrases, and exercises on comprehension and
translation.



FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Students evaluate their own responses usint answer keys that are provided
for all exercises in the text.

REMEDIATION: Tapes can be raplayed as often ac necessary to assure comprehension of all
material.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is designed as an individual self-study course, and the presence
of an instructor is not required.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 20 to 30 minutes per lesson

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program S 28.00
Text (pkg/I 0 additional copies) 15.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publishe.

TITLE: ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

PUBLISHER: Cenco Educational Aids, 4401 W. 26th St., Chicago, III. 60623

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic language skills with emphasis on conversation practice

PURPOSE: To develop proficiency in conversational English through practice of
onunciation exercises and oral-pattern drills. The student with poor

speaking habits should improve his ability to speak correctly upon
completion of these programs.

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th-grade comprehension skills

READABILITY: Grade level 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The series, recorded at 3% ips on open-reel tape, consists of three individual
programs: Pronunciation Exercises in English, Oral Pattern Drills in
Fundamental English, and Sound Teaching of American English. A tape deck
is required for playback. See COST for further details.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Varies for each of the programs. In the Pronunciation program sounds are
treated individually and then repeated throughout progressive exercises. In
the Oral Pattern program a brief explanation and an example precede each
drill, followed by the drill itself. The drill consists of a series of sentences to
be changed in accordance with the instructions and the example. In the
Sound Teaching program the student listens to the dialogue, repeats the
taped narration, and then answers questions immediately before hearing the
correct answer,

REMEDIATION: The student can replay each tape as often as necessary to assure complete
understanding of all recorded material.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Each program is designed to be self instructional and would therefore require
little Of no supervision.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 10 to 25 hours per program
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VALIDATION: Not avaiiable

COST: "Pronunciation Exercises in English" (includi ig 3 open-reel 7"
tapes)
Manual (pkgP10 additional copies)

"Oral Pattern Drill in Fundamental English" (including 9
open-reel 7' tapes(
Manual (pkg /10 additional copies)

"Sound Teaching of American English" (including 18 open-reel
5" tapes)
Manu'il (pkg/10 additional copies)

AVAI LABILITY: Immediate from publisher

21.50
12.50

60,00
10.00

75.00
17.50

TITLE: BUILDING LANGUAGE POWER SERIES

PUBLISHER:

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216

Language Arts: sentence construction, grammar, punctuation, capital-
ization, word usage, and fetter writing

To develop skills in grammar, punctu,Lion, -apitalization, word usage, idea
organization, variation in sentence structure, and letter writing to an 8.0
grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 2nd-grade language arts skills, 3rd-grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 8.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Six consumable student work-textbooks with a teacher's edition for each
text. In each lessoil the student is presented with a short story or article,
followed by exercises related to specific skill development. The teacher's
edition contains answers to the exercises and tests and suggestions for using
the program.

F EEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The teacher-evaluated program inclik Unit Reviews and diagnostic and
achievement Tests. Answers are in the teacher's editions. Space for students
to record scores is provided at the end of each exercise.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Individualized and group instruction situations. Teacher guidance is

necessary for expanding explanations and evaluating student responses.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 80 instructional hours for each book in the series

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Text Series S 9.76
Complete Teacher's Edition Series 9,76

AVAI LABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: MERRILL MAINSTREAM CASSETTE LIBRARY

PUBLISHER: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: reading comprehension, vocabulary, writing, and appre-
ciation of literature

PURPOSE: To develop comprehension skills, build vocabulary, provide writing practice,
and develop appreciation of literature. Student masters comprehension,
vocabulary, and writing skills at a 7.0 grade revel.

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th-grade reading comprehension, vocabulary, and writing skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levers 4.0 to 7.5

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature Aults

FORMAT: Five copies of each of five paperback books containing a variety of story
selections, 24 cassette tapes, five Teacher's Manuals (one for each book),
"Strategies" (a supplementary manual), and work sheets for each book. Four
cassettes accompany each of the five books. The remaining four tapes relate
to literature in general, mass media, and listening skills.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: For each book the narrator guides the student through a series of exercises
which the student has corrected by the end of the assignment. An optional
writing assignment is evaluated by the ir,structor.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

Reading and taped exercises are self-administering. In a classroom five
students or less can work on the same skills. Instructor evaluates writing
assignments and leads group discussions,

Approximately 40 instructional hours for each individual book and
accompanying taped exercises, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program S 19E 00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: LIVING YOUR ENGLISH

PUBLISHER: D. C. Heath and Co., 2700 N, Richardt Ave , Indianapolis, Ind. 46219

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: composition, grammar, spelling. and vocabulary skills

PURPOSE: To develop bask language skills, including composition, grammar,
punctuation, spelling, and vocabulary, to an B 0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd grade reading level. Diagnostic tests for gramrrar concepts are used to
place student in the program.

READABI LIT Ranges from grade levels 4.1 to 6.2
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READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: A series of six soft-cover, consumable text-workbooks of 208 pages each.
Each text contains a 32-page test booklet. The series also includes three
teacher's manuals.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Students are encouraged to correct their own work through use of the
"copy-correcting technique." Each text contains at least one teacher-
evaluated achievement test as well as tests for specific sections. Each text
serves as a permanent record of the student's work.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPE RV/SION: Designed for individual use. Supervision is required for evaluating
achievement tests as students complete each text.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 to 30 hours for each book in the series

VALIDATION. Not available

COST: Complete "Living Your English" Program (6 texts) S 12.20
Each 2.44

Teacher's Manuals (complete set of 3) 3.96
Each 1.32

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: EDL LEARNING 100

PUBLISHER: Educational Development Laboratories, Huntington, N.Y. 11744

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: reading and communication skills

PURPOSE: To improve communication skills from a readiness lever (RA) to a 6.0 grade
level (FA). Students develop proficiency in a variety of skills including
perceptual accuracy, visual efficiency, word knowledge, word-attack skills,
comprehension, interpretation, analytic-I reading and listening, critical
reading and listening, literature appreciation, reference skills, selective
reading, and study habits. Students who complete the entire program will
have developed these skills through a 6.0 grade level.

ENTRY LEVEL: Ranges from grade levels 0.0 to 6.0 depending on past reading achievement
of the student. Each student may enter the program at his own level.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 0.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults who have not successfully completed a standard
education
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FORMAT: The Learning 100 System is based on a laboratory concept utilizing special-
purpose instruments and furniture components in a multimedia-multimodal
learning approach.

For readiness (RA) through Grade 3 ICA) levels, instruction covers one
hundred 21/2 hour four-part cycles.
Part I: Perceptual Accuracy and Visual Efficiency. Materials used include

the Tach-X Accuracy Set, the Motility Training Series, Accelerated
Discrimination Training, and the "Look and Write" Workbooks. A
Controlled Reader and Tach-X tachistoscope are used with the filmstrips
and workbooks.

Part II: Building Experiences. A session designed for group instruction. The
instructor guides the group in discussing concepts involved in the reading
content (see Part I I I),

Part III: Skill Building. Five activities for developing vocabulary, word-
attack, and comprehension skills. Materials used are the Aud-X Story
Lessons and Aud-X Word Study Lessons, Tach-X Word Recognition
Training Series, Controlled Reader Processing Sets AA-CA, and Controlled
Reader Story Sets AA-CA. A Controlled Reader, an Aud-X projector and
sound unit, a Listening Center, a small table-top screen, and a Tach-X
Tachistoscope are the equipment used with the filmstrips, Aud-X Study
Guides, and Controlled Reader Study Guides.

Part IV: Application and Enrichment. Seven activities are provided in this
section. Of the seven, two activities are available for review. These are
make-up or review of Aud -X Controlled Reading lessons and word-
recognition review using the Flash-X tachistoscope. Other lessons include
independent reading in the "Go" books, iodependent writing, making tape
recordings of the stories in the "Go" books, end class discussions. The
"Study Skills Library" provides instruction in reading tactics for students
at a CA level.

For grade levels 4.0 (DA) to 6.0 (FA), instruction covers ninety 21/2-hour
four-part cycles.
Parts I and II: Perceptual Accuracy and Visual Efficiency and Building

Experiences. This section continues to emphasize and build the skills
described earlier for levels RA-CA.

Part Skill Building. This sek.tion continues the expansion of word
knowledge, the enlargem:,nt of sight vocabulary, the development of
listening and reading comprehension, and fluency in silent reading. 1,:z;r
listening, reading, and writing skills, spelling proficiency, selective reading,
expository writing, content reading, and study skills are developed at these
DA -FA levels. The instructional components used for these skill develop-
ments include filmstrips, recordings, and Study Skills Library (Sets D-F),
Controlled Reader Study Guides, and the following workbooks: "Listen"
(DA), "Listen and Read" (E.1, "Listen and Write" (FA), "Word
Recognition,- and "Spelling." The equipment needed to accompany the
instruction& materials just mentioned includes an Aud-X projector end
sound unit, a Listening Center, a small table-top screen, the Tach.X
Tachistoscope, and a Controlled Reader.

Part IV: Application and Enrichment. Ten activities are provided, including
two for review: the Aud-X Word Attack Review and Controlled Header
Makeup Sessions. Other activities include independent reading in "Go,"
directed reading with comprehension filmstrips, content-area study, enrich-
ment recordings and filmstrips, class discussions, independent wr:ting, and
field trips. Specific instructional components used are the ''Go" books,
filmstrips, and recordings. Equipment needed includes a Controlled Reader
and all Aud-X equipment.
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FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

44

Provisions for immediate verification of responses are made in many of the
programs. In addition, feedback is provided by the instructor and from
review tests accompanying the various programs. Students keep records of
their progress in the individual workbooks.

R EME DIATION: Review materials are included in Part IV of each cycle.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Students use many of the components on en individualized, self-pacing basis.
Classroom supervision is required for guiding group discussion and for
providing individual attention. It is necessary for classroom supervisors to
participate in a teacher training program provided by EDL.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 190 instructional hours to complete entire program

VALIDATION: Results of extensive research efforts have been published in EDL research
bulletin Nos. 3, 7, 11, and 15. Copies of these reports are available from the
publisher.

COST: EDL Aud-X Mark 2, 110 volts, 60 cycles S 530.00
EDL Tach-X, 500 watts (with carrying case) 210.00
EDL Controlled Reader, 500 watts 3" !Ens (with carrying case) 290.00
1 See catalog for accessories and additional equipment.]
EDL Flash-X Tachistoscope:

Flash-X, all metal (with Flash-X manual) 8.20
Fx-X-0 Blanks, Numbers, Letters (each set) 3.60

Motility Trainl'ng Series:
Set CR.MT (15 filmstrips, Instructor's Guide) 52.50
Instructor's Guide (each additional copy) .10

Accelerated Discrimination Training:
Set CR-AD (10 filmstrips, with Instructor's Guide) 35.00
Instructor's Guide (each additional copy) .10

Tach-X Accuracy Sets ABC and DEF:
"Accuracy" (set of 25, with Instructor's Guide) (each set) 62.50
Instructor's Guide (each additional copy} .30

"Look and Write Eye -Hand Coordination Workbook" 1.75
Aud-X Word Introduction R VCA:

Aud-X Word Introduction Filmstrips and Recordings (Set
AX -RA) 138.00

Aud-X Study Guide (Set RA) 1.85
Aud-X Word Introduction Filmstrips and Recordings (Sets

AX -AA, AX -BA, AX-CA) (each set) 396.00
Aud-X Study Guides (AA, BA, CA) (each) 1.85

Tach. X and Flash-X Word Recognition Sets RA-CA:
Word Recognition Filmstril.s (11 filmstrips with Instructor's

Guide that includes RA words) (Set TX-AA) (each) . . 25.00
Word Recognition Filmstrips (8 filmstrips with Instructor's

Guide) (Sets TX BA, TX-CA/ (each set) .. .... . . 18.00
Tach-Y Word Recognition Books (Sets RA, AA, BA, CA) (each

set) 1.65

Flash-X Word Recognition Discs (20 discs) (Set F X.AA) . .

Flash-X Word Recognition Discs (15 discs) (Sets FXBA,
F X-CA} (each set) 4.50

Instructor's Guide (each additional copy) 1.00

6.00
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Tach-X Word Recognition and Spelling Set DE FA and Flash-X
Sets DA-FA:
Set TX-DEFA Word Filmstrips (24 filmstrips with copies of

Tach-X Word Books) (Sets DA, EA, and FA) one set serves
levels DA, EA, and F,',) 55.00

Tach-X Word Books (Sets DA, EA, FA) (each) 2.25
Word Discs (15 discs) (Sets FX-DA, FX-EA, FX -FA) each set). 4.50

Controlled Reader Processing Sets AA CA:
Controlled Reader Processing Motor (only) 120.00
Processing Filmstrips (25 filmstrips with Instructor's Guide)

(Sets CR-PT-AA, CR-PT-BA, CR-PT-CA) (each) 87.50
Instructor's Guide (each additional copy) 1.00

Controlled Reader Story Sets AA-CA:
Story Filmstrips (25 filmstrips) (Sets CR-AA, CR BA, CR-CA)

(each) 87,50
Controlled Reading Study Guide (Sets AA, BA, CA) (each) . 1.10

Ccntrolled Reader Story Sets DA-FA:
Controlled Reader Story Filmstrips (25 filmstrips) (Sets

CRDA, CR-EA, CR -FA) (each) 87.50
Controlled Reading Study Guide (Sets DA, EA, FA) (each) . . 1.60
Reading Efficiency Check (Sets DA, EA, FA) (each) . . .65

L-100 Listening Program:
Discs (15) (Sets L-DA, LR-EA, LW-FA) (each set) 45.00
Open-reel Tapes (15 tapes) (Sets L-DA, LR-EA, LW-FA) (each

set) 97.50
Cassettes (15) (Sets L-DA, LR-EA, LW-FA) (each set) 107.50
Lesson Book (Sets L-DA, LR-EA, LW-FA) (each set) 1.60

"Go" Books RA-FA:
Volumes AA and RA, DA, EA, FA (each) 2.25
Volumes BA, CA leach) 2.00

Comprehension Power Filmstrip Sets DA-FA:
Comprehension Power Filmstrips (15 filmstrips with Ii struc-

tor's Guide) (Sets CR-CP-DA, CR-CP-EA, CR-CP-FA) ach) . 52.50
Instructor's Guide (each additional copy) 1.50

Aud-X DEFA:
Aud-X Word Attack Review Filmstrips and Recordings (30

filmstrips, 15 records) (Set AX-DEFA) 198.00
Aud-X Word Attack Review Book DEFA 85

"Learning 100 Instructor's Manual" (in looseleaf bincier) . 7.50
"Learning 100 Cycle Lesson Plans" (RA, AA, BA, CA, DA, EA,

FA) (each) 3.30
[Individual components of the entire system may be ordered
from publisher. Check publisher's catalog before ordering.]

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: HOW TO SERIES

PUBLISHER: Educational Progress Corp., 8538 E. 41st St, Tulsa, Okla. 74154

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: study skills

PURPOSE: To develop skills in using the dictionary, locating books in the library,
studying, and speech-making equal to a 7th-grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th-grade level basic English listening vocabulary

READABILITY: Not required for participation in this series

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Four individual "how to programs recorded on ten tapes or cassettes, each
accompanied by a teacher's guide that assists the instructor in establishing
objectives, planning lessons, and evaluating progress. A tape deer. or cassette
player is required for playback

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Immediate feedback to student through tape playback

REMEDIATION: Not speci' ied

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Each program may be used on an inoividual basis, in small group situations,
or with an entire class. It is recommended that an instructor be present to
implement the programs and offer suggestions for each lesson.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately six hours for each program

VALIDATION: Nut available

COST: Each Program Level
Open-Reel Tape $ 60.00
Cassette 70.00

Teacher's Guide (each additional copy) 1.00

AVAI LABI LI Pi': Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT SERIES

PUBLISHER: Educational Sensory Programs, Inc., Jonesboro, Ark, 72401

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts vocabulary, listenng, spelling, and speaking

PURPOSE To develop vocabulary, listening skills, oral fluency, and spelling skills in 12
levels for grades 1.0 10 12.0

ENTRY LEVEL; lst.grade vocabulary and writing skills

READABILITY: Not necessary; series is presented on t.,pe for listening purposes

READER ORILNTA1 ION: Young and mature adults
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FORMAT: Each of 12 grade levels contains 12 tapes (open reel tape or cassettes) with
each tape serving as an individual lesson. The tapes for each grade are
accompanied by a teacher's manual that lists the contents of each lesson. A
tape deck or cassette player is necessary for playback.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: After herring the narrator give the correct pronunciation on tape, the
student responds orally. He then reinforces his learning by writing the
response and hearing tile correct answer or meaning from the narrator.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed fat individual, small group, and classroom use, the series is self.
administering and requires little LA: no instruction. Supervision depends on
group size and student motivation.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately six hours for each grade level

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program (for grades 1 to 12)
Tapes (sit of 12 open-reel tapes or cassettes and accompanying

Teacher's Guide; specify grade level) (each set)

$ 770.00

60.00

AVAILABILITY: Order from Teaching Aids, Inc., P. O. Sox 3527, Long Beach, Calif. 90803.
Reek will be shipped unless cassettes are specified.

TITLE: SPELLING IMPROVEMENT SERIES

PUBLISHER: EMC Corp., 1$0 Sixth St , St. Paul, Minn. 55101

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: spelling

PURPOSE: To improve the student's ability to spell by concentrating on the causes of
poor spelling

ENTRY LEVEL: 5thgrade reading ability

READABILITY: Grade level 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The series consists of nine cassettes or 16 cpen-reel tapes), three sets of
workbooks (25 to a set), an, a teacher's guide. Spelling lists concentrete or
problem areas of misspelled words. A tape deck or cassette player is

necessary for playback. The student is given a pretest based on word
meanings. After he attempts to fill in skeleton words, he listen; to the lessor.
tape. The instructor on the tape repeats the definition, says the word,
discusses the difficulty of the word, then spells it.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Ditectio is ere given on tape by ti.e narrator to the listener. The student
fullows these directions in completing the exercises in his workbook. Each
tape corresponds to a set of exercises. Answers are given in the teacher's
guide.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBiLITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is individualized so the student can use it in a classroom or at
home with a minimum of instructor time.
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TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 10 to 15 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Spelling Improvement Series

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

`,'.3 69.85

TITLE: COMMUNICATIONS I, II, III

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: reading and writiny skills based on a linguist:c approach

PURPOSi: To develop a basic reading vocabulary, and ability to write and spell all
words in the student's reading vocabulary. Student also learns to punctuate
sentences using capital letters, periods, commas and questiur, rrarks, and to
alphabetize to the fourth letter.

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABILITY:

Book I: Functional illiteracy, with elementary English speaking vocabulary
Book II: 3rdgrade reading skills and/or completion of Book I {preferred}
Book III: 5th -grade reading skills and/or completion of Books I and II
(preferred)

Book I: Ranges from grade levels 0.0 to 3.0
Book Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 5.0
Book Ranges from crath levels 5.0 to 7.0

READER OrlIENTATION: Adults

FORMAT: The partially self instructional program cc:4sists of three consuioable text-
workbooks with spiral binding. Each boDk is illustrated and consists of
practice and review exercises. Since directions and instructions are addressed
to the student, no separte instructor's manual is provided.

FEEDBACK ANL) RECORD KEEPING: The student's book is a personal record of his work end allows him to chart
his progress. Cumulative review exercises test comprehension of material
covered.

REMEDIALON: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Rewires varying degrees of teacher supervision. May be easily adapted to
student work and need:. It is necessary iar the supervisor to read

instructions to students working in Book I.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 40 to 60 hours to finish each book, varying widely with the
individual

VALIDATION Not eva lable

COST: Book I: "Getting Started" S 2.32
Book ''On Your Way" 2.32
Book III: ''Full Speed Ahead" 2.32

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: LEARNING YOUR LANGUAGE ONE AND TWO

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading and Language Arts: comprehension and composition skit's
integrated with literature selections

PURPOSE: To develop reading comprehension, word-attack, and 'vocabulary skills, to
increase speed, and to provide practice in oral and written English. Student
should master the skills equal to grade level 7.0 upon completion.

ENTRY LEVEL: Program One {six units): 4th grade reading skills
Program Two (six units): 5th-grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from 4.0 co 5.0 grade levels

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The complete program, available in softbound or hardbound texts, is a

12-unit series with six units at each level. The -oftbound edition consists of
individually bound, consumable, paperback booklets containing all the
prereading activities, literature selections, and skill-development activities.
The hardbound edition offers prereading activities and literature selections in
a single text. To go with it, two separate paperbound booklets containing
skills development activities are available. The hardbound text can be reused
and the skills development activities booklets reordered.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The teacher provides immediate feedback. Teacher-graded progress tests
follow each unit. Two general retention tests follow units 3 and 6.

REMEDIATrON: Not specified

F LEXIBIL1; Y AND SUPERVISION. Suitable for individual use but designed for group instruction. An instructor
is recommended for guiding group discussion and evalulting student
progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 10 to 20 hours to complete each bi,ok. Completion of the
two levers varies with individual stoden's.

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Learning Your Language One, Two (hardbound, 1959 copyright):
Student Text S 4.92
Teacher's Guide 2.00
Skills Development Booklet (each) 2.64
Unit Tests and Key {pad of 10 complete sets) 2.04

Learning Your Language One, Two ( softbound):
Student Text (set of 6 Unit Booklets) 5.60
Replacement Booklets (specify unit and program) (tech) 1.20
Teacher's Guide (essential) 2.00
Comprehension Checks (1 complete set) 2.52
Unit Tests and Key (pad of 10 complete sets) 2.04

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESSBOOKS 1 AND 2

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Mathematics, Reading

(fee Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: SPELLING AND ENGLISH USAGE

PUBLISHER: General Learning Corp., Career Advancement Programs, 753 Fairfield Ave.,
Bridgeport, Conn. 06604

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: spelling, grammar, punctuation, and capitalization

PURPOSE: In the spelling program, student !earns consistent rules of spelling patterns,
including word endings, single and double consonants, hyphenated words,
plurals, contractions, and "ie ei" rules. In the English usage program,
student learns grammatical rules, including parts of speech, sentence
construction, punctuation, and capitalization.

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th-grade skills in reading; completion of at least four years of an elementary
spelling program

READABILITY: Grade level 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Adults who have not completed high school and wish to prepare for the high
school equivalercy test

FORMAT: A total of seven consumable, self-instructional, sequentially programmed
books containing a mastery test. Two books deal with spelling, five books
with English usage. Answer keys accompany each book.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student receives immediate verification of each response. Mastery tests
provide achievement results.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

F LEXI di LI TY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for individual use at home or in a classroom. Minimum supervision
is required.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 to 30 hours for entire series

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: "Spelling" (includes two books, instructions, and masks} . . 5.60
"English Usage" (includes five books, Course Mastery Test,

instructions, and masks) 14.00
[Answer keys are provided at no charge with each shipment!

AVAI LAP LITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: MODERN ENGLISH (SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION)

PUBLISHER: Grolier Educational Coro., 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

SUBJECT MAT TER: Language Arts: spelling and punctuation

PURPOSE: To teach ,,pecific composition skills: spelling fundamentals, proofreading,
contractions, homonyms, sentence structure, correct punctuation

ENTRY LEVEL Spelling: 3rd-grade reading skills
Punctuation: 6th-grade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Each of the two consumable programs is available as a programmed textbook
or in teaching-machine format. Each book is divided into individual frames
for programmed instruction and provides space for the student to write in
his answers. The MIN/MAX machine is required for use with the teaching-
machine format.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Programmed text or teaching machine provides immediate confirmation of
al; written answers. Answers to post- or achievement tests are contained in
the instructor's manual.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPEFIVISION: Programs are intended for individual use. Supervision is rot required except
to give instruction in using the teaching machine or textbook mask and to
evaluate post or achievement tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Spelling: 12 to 24 hours for the program
Punctuation: 5 to 10 hours for the program

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Spelling:
Teaching Machine Format
ProgrammedText Format (336 pp.!

Punctuation:
Teaching-Machine Format
ProgranimeclText Format (200 pp.)

MIN/MAX Teaching Machine

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

S 12.50
13.50

7.50
8.50

25 00
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TITLE: EN3LISH LESSONS FOR ADUI.TS

PUBLISHER: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 751 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts. reading, spelling, vocabulary, pronunciation, and elemental-,
composition

PURPOSE: To develop the basic English 71/4ills needed to obtain a job or acquire a bette
one

ENTRY LEVEL: Adults with four or fewer years of education and having a ruclimentan
kncn.ledge of English

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 0.0 to 2.0 in reading

READER OR I EN1 AT ION: Primarily for adults in major city areas who are unable to read or writ
English

FORMAT: The series consists of three consumable, basic-education workbooks, each c
which contains 100 to 150 pages and is heavily illustrated. The il!ustratior
are designed as useful aids to word identification. In Book 1, for examot
the adult student associates familiar objects with the printed ,vord for thug
objects. In Books 2 and 3 the illustrations provide certain clues for readir
and vocabulary comprehension. Each workbook lesson is built aroun
real-life situations and emphasizes the vocabulary basic to these site ations.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Each student maintains his own workbook. At the back of the v.orkbool,
are "teacher helps" with suggestions for each lesson.

REMEDIATION: Review lessons (nine in Bock 1, eight in Book 2, and twelve in Book 31 giN
added practice with skills that may prove difficult. Bat I, word fists f(

vocabulary review are at the back of the workbook.

FLEXIBILIT Y AND SUPERVISION: Student can work entirely on his own, but an instructor may be n quircd
monitor progress and assign helpful exercises.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 90 hours for all three books

VALIDATION: Not available

Complete Program S 2.!

AVAI LABI LITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: WRITING: PA1 TERNS AND PRACTICE

PUBLISHER: Harcourt Brace 2ovanovich, Inc., 757 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: sentence patterns, writing skills, and essential grammatical
skills

PURPOSE: To learn to write practical English sentences and paragraphs after success-
fully completing the program

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th -grade reading ability

READABILITY: Not specified

READER ORIENTATION: Culturally disadvantaged young adults

FORMAT: Three consumable books. Book I introduces basic. English sentence patterns.
Books II and III continue to emphajze tho. English sentence and to teach
types of writing useful in daily living. This includes letter writing, resumes,
reports, and filling out applications. Also included are creative self-
expression exercises. The books present only grammatical facts and terms
directly related to writing. Because it is designed for the culturally disad-
vantaged student, the program includes exercises, illustrations, and examples
that should be familiar to him.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Each book makes extensive use of self-correcting exer:ises. Answers are
written directly in the book and help the student keep a record of his own
progress

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Although the series has been designed primarily for classroom use, it is

equally suitable for individual use, provided that arrangements are made for
checking the student's work.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately GO to 80 hours

COST: Complete Program {incl ides 3 books and 3 teacher's manuals). S 7.50

AVAILA1LITY. Immediate from publisher

TITLE: HOFFMAN READING ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Huffman Information Systems, 5623 Peck Rd., Arcadia, Calif. 91006

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts and Reading: reading comprenension, vocabulary de,elop
ment, and elementary syntax

PURPOSE: To increase comprehension skills, vocabulary, use of wi'rds, and under-
standing of syntax to a 7.9 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: 2nd ',rade reading skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 2.0 to ;.0

READER ORIENTA ION: Yourg and mature adults
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FORMAT: A swdent.operated projector/viewer coordinates a filmstrip with a

phonograph record, Three separate programs for each of four reading levels
(grades 3.0 to 6.0) are presented in 12 sets. Each set consists of ten albums
(30 albums per level). Each &bum also contains four filmstrips and two
records. Stuuent workbooks accompany each album. Student operate; the
projector/viewer himself and corrects his own workbook, using information
on the projector. A teacher's guide and supplementary story booklets
provide additional material for reinforcement, review, and reading fluency.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Workbook answers are given on the projector when the student is ready.
Student records the results of each lesson on a graph in the workbook.

REMEDIATION: Programs are designed to concentrate on particular skills and can be
sequenced according to the needs of the student. Diagnostic tests are being
developed to help the teacher determine specific language arts deficiencies of
each student arid select appropriate remedial material for him.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: May be used by one student or by small groups of six or less. Minimal
teacher suRN-vision needed since each student maintains his own answer
book.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 20 :lours of instruction fo. each grade level

VALIDATION: El Monte School District, El Monte, Calif.: 200% increase in reading ability;
Bessemer, Ala.: 175% increase

COST: Hoffman Mark IV Projector
Headsets (with jack box! (for 6 students) . . . .....
Albums (complete set of 30 each for grade levels 3.0 to 6.0) . .

S 389.00
68.00

375.00

AVAI LABI LIT Y: Immediate from Information Systems, SO1 H. St., Suite 210, Sacramento,
Calif. 95814

TITLE: TROUBLESHOOTER

PUBLISHER: Houghton Mifflin Co., 110 Tremont St Boston, Mass. 02107

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: e,ammar, spelling, and vocabulary deverop-nert

PURPOSE: To provide specific remedial work in spelling, word building, sentence
structure, punctuation, and standard English. Upon successful completion of
program, student should have achieved a 7.0 grade level in these skills,

ENTRY LEVEL: 5thgrane reading skills. Pretests indicate specific skill deficiencies and place
the student in Set A exercises.

READAF,ILITY: Grade level 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Seven student workbooks, a teacher's annotated edition for each workbook,
and an answer book for the class

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:
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The student checks his answers in the Class Answer Book. Scores on revie.,
tests provide additional feedback. When mastery of a skill is incli^ated on the
d agnostic test, the student goes on to the pretest for the next lesson.
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R EMEDIATION: If the student does not demonstrate mastery of Set A exercises and requires
additional teaching and reinforcement, he proceeds with Set B exercises.
After his work has been completed, he takes Review Test B.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Although some supervision is require°, the workbooks are intended
primarily as self-teaching, self-correcting,:self-directing tools.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 40 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program ;including 7 workbooks, 7 teacher's editions,
and the Class Answer Book) S 8.79

"Troubleshooter" (complete set of 7 student workbooks) 3.72
Each (specify workbook 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7) .69

Teacher's Annotated Edition (complete set of 7) 4.50
Class Answer Book .75
Duplicating Master (in preparation)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher (Consult with pAlisher for availability of
duplicating master.)

TITLE: ADULT BASIC COMMUNICATIONS

PUBLISHER: Ken Cool. Transnational, 9929 W. Silver Spring Rd., Milwaukee, Wis, 53225

SUBJECT MATTEFI: Languair Arts: basic skills required for reading and writing; World of Work

(See MultiSubject section.)

TITLE: AUDIO-LINGUAL ENGLISH

PUBLISHER: The Macmillan Co., School Div., 866 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: English as a second language

PUR2OSE: To develop English language proficiency from beginning through inter-
mediate levPls

ENTRY LEVEL: 1st grade English language skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 1.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Adults learning English as a second languag.

FORMAT: The course consists of six consumable workbooks, accompanied by a
teacher's,guid, and 230 tapes. A tape deck is necessary for playback. See
COST for additional information.

F EEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Immediate through tope playback. Student workbooks srve as a permanent
record of the student's work,

REMEDIATION: Tapes car, be played back as many times as necessary to assure compre
hension of the material.
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FLEX131LITY AND SUPERVISION: A self-instructional language laboratory designed to permit t)le st
proceed at his own rate. Supervision of tape linrary and . 'pryer
necessary.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 250 to 300 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Workbook 1

to
I is

S 4 20
Workbook 2 3.75
Workbook 3 4.50
Workbook 4 4.20
Workbook 5 3.75
Workbook 6 3

Teacher's Guide 3.20
Open-reel Tales (40) for Workbook 1 200 00
Open-reel Tapes In) for Woi kbook 2 135.00
Open-reel Tapes (40) for Workbock 3 "'00.00
Cpen-reel Tapes (401 for Workbook 4 200.05
Open -reel papas (40) !or Workbook 5 2:-0

Open reel Tapes (E0) fur Workbook 6 ;7! t 00

AVAILARIUTY: Immediate rom nublishe-

T.T1 E:

PUBLISHER:

SUBJC.C1 MATTER:

OPERATION ALrHABET

NoL4 3 Si Noble P1151i,hcrs, Inc.. 75t I-. d Ave., New York, N.Y. 1001 7

Reacting, Writing, Wcriel of Work

(See Multi Subject sectior )

TITLE: REMEDIAL REAOING PROGRAM

PUBLISHER' Open Court P Iblishing Co., 1109 Eighth St., LaSal,.., III. 61301

SUBJECT MAT TER: Reeding, Langui au Arts: reading, word attack. spelling writ. -)g. and
composition

PURPOSE- To serve as an inten:ive phonics approach to the teaching of reading. Afar
developing d.ord-3ttack skills, the materials are ccrrelated to teach reading,
writing, spcIling, and composition. As :1 total langLage arts remedial program
it is dcsigled to advance the student by at least one academic year.

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th grade skills in reading comprehension and vocabulary

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 1.0 to 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Although the program matcral appeals to young adults from a variety of
backgrounds, it has special i -ner-c). Trfications
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FORMAT:

FEEDBACK ANC RECORD KEEPING:

REMEDIATION:

FLEXIBiLITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

The grogram has thre, main parts: phonic sessions, oral reading and
discussion sessions, and composition sessions. Materials include texts, sound
cards, sentence cards, phonograph records, progress charts, response cards,
and teacher's guides. The program starts at the beginning of rPcding instruc-
tion by using a code-breaking approach designed to create phonetic word-
attack skills. Stud& its hear, see, say, and write each of the 43 basic sounds as
they are encountered in logical progression.

Charts are used to record student progress.

Not specified

The program is designed solely for classroom use and recrires the full time
presence of a teacher. It does have built-in flexibility in that the materials
within each lesson are arranged by level of difficulty. The teacher can
therefore assign the lists of simpler words to the slower students and lists of
more difficult words to the more advanced students.

7E, to 90 instructional hours

Program has been field-tested in more than 100 classrooms. Consult
publisher for further details.

Classroom materials (including Teacher's Guide to "Breaking the
Coda," Teacher's Guide to "A Magic World," Word Line Book,
1 set of Wall Sound Cards, 1 set of Sound Flash Cards, 2 sets of
Individual Sound Cards, 1 set of Word L Sentence Cards,
Phonograph Record No. 2, Penmanship Paper, and 1 pac!iage of
Progress Charts)

Individual materials including "Breaking the Code" (Basic
Student Text), "A Magic World" (student hardbound reader),
Response Cards (for developing ability to identify sounds), and
"Men and Moments" (series of 20 looselcaf stones for supple-
mentary reading)

AV.MLABILITY Immediate from publisher

TITLE:

PLIBLISHE

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE

EN1RY LEVEL:

flEADABILI1Y:

READER ORIENTATION:

S 35.00

7.00

MECHANICS OF LANGUAGE

Pcrce.,itual Devel-ipmen Labs., P. 0. Box 1911, Big Spring, Tex. 79720

Langcage A. Is: gramm r and communication skills

To develop skills in the fundamentals of grbinmar resulting in as ability to
communizate effectively on an 8.0 grade level

Approxiinitely 4th. or 5th grade skills in English grammar and usage

Grade le,tel 4.0

Adults
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FORMAT: Nineteen 16mm films, t..vo instructor books, and a student workbook.
Perceptoscope, which must be used with the program, is designed to serze as:
1. A motion-picture projector, presenting the picture at norma' or slow-
motion speeds
2. A pacing ojector, providing controlled, or paced projection of materials
3. A tachistoscope, providing flash projection
4. A stide projector, showing any single frame for an unlimited time

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student charts his own progress.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for group instructional situations for 20 students or less. An
instructor is required to operate equipment and explain program.
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TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 to 40 hours

VALIDATION: No, available

COST: Complete Prngram S1,190.00
Perceptoscope Mark III Model 100 1 595 00
Perceptodapter E.6.00

Projection Lamp, DKP 27.50
Wheel it Projection Stand and Cart 68.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY PREP PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Programs for Achievement in Reading, Inc Abbott Park Pl., Providence,
R.I. 02903

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Eng;;sh, Mathematics

(See MultiSubject sect:on,1

TITLE: BASIC COMPOSITION SERIES II, (.71RP,DES 5 AND 6

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicagu, Ill. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: composition

PURPOSE: To develop w icing skills on a 60 grade level, including topic selection.
careful observation, logical organization, economy, variety, vividness, and
precision

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th grade level in spelling, sentence structure, and punctuation skills

READABILITY: Grade level 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults
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FORMAT: Packaged in one kit, the program contains supplementary lessons divided
into seven progressively difficult units. Included are booklets that provide
answers to tes:s, a teacher's handbook, and a writer's notebook. The
notebook contains writing assignrnents, suggested topics, and pages for
Wiling answers tc test questions.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student checks his own answers to tett questions. In addition, he can
compare his written assignment with model compositions. The teacher also
provides feedback after checking periodic, major compositions.

REMEDIATION: If a student's test indicates a need for additional study, he is o rected to one
of tne Supplemen. ,v lessons.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

RELATED MATERIALS:

The program is designed for individual student use. Instructor's time is
required for special teaching problems, indiiiidual conferences, and
evaluation of major compositions.

Approximately 60 minutes for each lessici, varyiog with the inclii;Idual

Not available

Writing Skills Labators, S 99.95
Writer's Notebook 1.32
Additional Teacher's Hendbool- 1.44
Specimen Set 5.67

Immediate from publisher

Three additional labs, called Basic: Con-position Series IN, grades 7.0 to B.0,
follow the ;acre format as describet for tare Series II Lab. Each additional
lab requires more advanced entrylevel skills. The first advanced lab focuses
on narration, tha second on description, and the third on exposition. For
additional '..isformation contact the publisher.

TIT V:: BASIC SKI! LS SERIES; GRAPH AN PICTURE STUDY SKILLS KIT,
ORGANIZING AND REPOR1ING SKILLS KIT

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc. 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATThR: Lang late Arts

PURPOSE: Sturfrnt learns to interpret, on at least a 7.0 grid,' Irvel, graphic forms,
p,iotographs, editorial cartoons, charts, ani u..,grarn,, and to develop
reporting, note taking, and outlining skills.

ENTRY LEVEL: nth yacle educational background

READABILITY: Range; from grade levols 4.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Each kit contains Stu& Cares, Skill Cards, Key Cards, a Pupil Booklet, and a
Teacher's Handbook. The Study Cards familiarize the student with the idea
he must grasp. The Skill Cards contain exercises, and the Kty Cards provide
answers. The Pupil Booklet contains Activity Projects, and the Teacher's
Handbook contains explanations about using the program. Each kit contains
progressively difficult lessons. Students may work simultaneously in each
kit
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FEEDBACK AND RFC09D KEEPING: Student checks his own answers and keeps a record of his progress in his
Pupil Booklet. He sees his improvement as he moves to progri qively higher
levels.

REMEDIATION: Student continues working on a specific skill, using different problems until
mastery is attained.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for individual student use. An instructor is needed to introduce the
program and to check the student's completed activities.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 45 to 60 minutes frr each lesson, varying with the individual

Not specified

COST: Complete Organizing and Reporting Skills Kit S 143.80
Pupil Booklets (1 per student) leach) .87
Teacher's Handbook leach additional copy) 2.87
Spe-imen Set

Complete C'aph and Picture Study Skills Kit M3.80
Pupil Booklets 11 per student) leach) .87
Teacher's Handbook (each additional copy) 2.87
Specimen Set leach) 4.55

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: LISTENING SKILLS PROGRAM, INTERMEDIATE LEVEL.

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: listenirg skills

PURPOSE: To develop the fcilowing skills at a 6.0 grade level: and to: y disci imination,
instant recall, following dlr.K.'ions, remembering saquence, listening for :nein
ideas and details, listening for mood, inferring information, and distim
guishing fact from opinion

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd- or 4th grade language arts backgrry,,nd. A recorded pretest is ur...7c1 to

evaluate each student's listening ability and the specific skills he neeus to
practice.

READABILITY: Not appilnable because the program is completely auditory

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: A series of 72 recurdincr available in three formats: tape cassr..,1..,5, npen reel
tapes, and 331/2 rpm records. Each lesson contains inAructie., or. a given
skill, sample listening passages, a quiz about the content or a point made in
the passage, and an opportunity for the student to check his answers to the
quiz. A teache's handbook contains classroom ,uggestions and answer keys
for placement and achievement tests. A tape deck, a cassette player, or a
record player is needed.

FEEDBACK AND RE :ORD KEEPING:

bC,1

The student checks his own answers to each quiz. When he completes the
program, he takes an achievement test. Improvement made by the student is
shown by the results of these tests.
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REMFD1ATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY At' D SUPERVISION: individual student use with a minimum of instructor time to establish
plac.ament

'TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 minutes for each lesson, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program:
Cassette S 297.00
Open reel tape 249.00
Record (331/3 rum) 198.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: ACTIVITY-CONCEPT ENGLISHACE 301

PUBLISHER: Scott, Foresman and Co 1900 E. Lake Ave., Glenview, III. 60025

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic language skills

PURPOSE: To develop a 9.0 grade level mastery in reading, writitic, listening, .leaking,
sentence building, and spelling

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th-graoe reading level

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults from cultural cross sections of the country

FORMAT: Program consists of the following interrelated components:
Four skillpads: one each for reading and study, spelling and handsrriting,

listening and speaking, sentence writing
Three paperbacks: a 224-page reading anthology, a 112 page reference and

"solo" exercise book, and a 144 page action novel
Forty-six activity cardboards: for projects involving a wide vas iety of

language skills
Teacher's Planbook: includes answer keys for all rAercises

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

The ACE kit is designed to develop a wide rangy of basic language skills too
varied to be formalized within a text-oriented program. The Planbook selves
as a useful tool fo- implementing all ACE materials.

Feeiback is prov led through teacher answer keys for all exercises. The
Planbook also cont.ins a Program Plans Chart that enables the teacher to
determine what ACE materials will be used un any class day.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVI;i1ON: Designed for individual use at home or in the classroom. While supervision is
not essettial, it is highly recommended for maximum results.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 70 hours

VALIDP.:;ON: Consult publisher for field-rest results.
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COST: Complete Program
Teacher's Planbook
[Teacher's Planbook free with every 35 ACE programs ordered.]

AVAILABILITY: lat-nedate from pitlit-her

RELATED MATERIALS: Also available is a sequel program, ACE 401, at $4.50.

S 8.70
1.44

TITLE: BUILDING YOUR L<NGUAGE POWER

PUBLISHER: Sliver Burdett Co., 250 James St., Morristown, N.J. 07960

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic reading and writing skills

PURPOSE: To take adult illiterates from beginning steps in riJding and writing to a
reading vocabulary of 1,300 words

ENTRY LEVEL: Assumes functional illiteracy on the part of the adult entering the program

READABILITY: Rano91 from grade levels 0.0 to 4.1

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: A series of six softcover, two color work-textbooks. Each book is a self.
directed basic reac:ing program. 71.e back of Book 6 contains an index of all
words used in the series, A mask is attached to the back rover of each book
for concealing answers.

FEEDBACK RECORD KEEPING: Each book provides a permanent record of the student's work.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Each buok is intended for individual use and does not require the presem:e
of a monitor, although some supervision is recommended.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 50 to 60 hours

VALIDATION. Not available

COST. Complete Series Iincluc;ing a guide) S 8.30
Book 1 1.36
Book 2 1.28
Book 3 1.28
Book 4 1.12
Book 5 1.12
Book 6 1.08
"A Guide to Building Your Languaga Power" .20

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: ENGLISH: YOUR NEW LANGUAGE

PUBLISHER: Silver Burdett Co., 250 James St., Morristown, N.J. 07960

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic language skills

PURPOSE: To develop skills at 4.0 grade level in listening, speaking, ready J, ar,d
writ:m.-; English. The program teaches students to differentiate sounds and
intonations and to put sounds and words together in correct patterns.

ENTRY LEVEL: Elementary speaking knowledge of English as a second language

READ'ABH.ITY: Ranges from grade levels 0.0 to 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: A two book series accompanied by flashcards, audio tapes, and optional
take home records. The book skills are presented in the torm of oral English
Dialogues and Pattern Practices. Pattern Practice con,ists of four types of
structure drill: repetition, sui.s,itution, transformation, and response. One
hundred fifteen flashcarJs contain 230 incomplete phrases dray.n from the
first ten units for practice in completing sentences. Tapes are availahle with
and without pauses and include each dialogue and every patternpractice
drill. The records are 7" and contain all the dialogues and the beOnning of
each response drill.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Oral communication is teacherreinkrced. It is also re:nforced by controlled
arid graded reading and writing sections.

REMEDIATION: All materials are sequentially controlled. Nc.!vv elements are introduced only
when studentf. `.aye gained automatic control of precious skills. Review
materials are incorporated in the yesentation of new skills.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Considerable superv:s;on is required since program is intended for use in
classroom situations.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 100 hours for each text. Each unit requires 10 hours of classroom
instruction.

VALIDATION: Not available

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

Book I:
Consumable Text-workbook $ 2.49
Teacher's Edition 3.30
Tapes (with pause) 17 per set 133 00
Tapes (pauseless) 17 per set 105.00
Set of 6 Records (7", 33'/ rpm) @ S .72 ach 4.32
Flashcards 17.40

Book II:
Consumable. Text workbook 2.49
Teacher's Edition 3.30

Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: BASIC ENGLISH SERIES

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Co., Box 2028, Austin, Tex. 78767

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic language skills, including handwriting

PURPOSE: To help undereducateo adult students improve their speaking and writing
skills through an 8.0 grade level. Texts emphasize word attack, grammar,
phonetics, and sentence structure.

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd grade roading level

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Educationally disadvantaged young and mature adults

FORMAT: A series of consumable workbooks. See COST for titles and grade levels.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: None

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The pool. s are suitable for self-instruction. The need for supervision depends
3ri student motivation.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 70 hours for the series

VALIDATION: Not atriilable at this time
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COST: Complete Program S 11.92
Individual Items:

"Building Word Power" (Grades 3 4) (Teacher's Mao,ial
included) 1.08

"Learning and Writing English" (Grades 3 4) (No Teacher's
Manual) 1.08

"I Wait to Read and Write" (Grades 3-4) (No 7eacher's
Manual) 1.08

"Beginning and F.Jvanced Cursive Books" (Grades 33) (No
Teacher's Manual) 1.44

"I Want to Learn English " (Grades 45I (No Teacher's Manual) 1.08
"Learning Our Language," Books 1 and '2 (Grades 6 8)

(Teacher's Manual includes') 2.00
"Language Exercises (Grades 5 8) (No Teacher's Manual) . . 4.16

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: COMP-PACK

PUBLISHER: Walker Educational Book Corp., 720 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: composition

PURPOSE: To learn how to order thoughts and write clear, concise, well organized
compositions. Writing skill should be brought to a 9.0 grade level.

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th grade writing and vocabulary skills
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READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 6.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The program consists of 13 Visuals (overlays) for use with the overhead
projector, a Visual Clip to hold Visuals for projection, 23 Duplicating
Masters to provide students with review and practice materials On each
lesson, and a teacher's manual.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING. Suggested assignments as well as achievement and intermediate progress tests
zre made available to the student through the teacher's manual.

RE ME DI ATI ON: Duplicating masters provide students with review and practice materials on
each lesson.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Although each student has the opportunity to work on his own, the progran
is designed for use in a classroom, situation and requires the presence of a
teacher or en instructor.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 20 to 30 hours

VALIDATION: None

COST: Complete Comp Pack Prograrn

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

S 63.85
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MATHEMATICS
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TITLE: A.S.M.D. PROGRAMMED SERIES

PUBLISHER: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc , 2727 Sand Hill Rd Menlo Pare, Calif.
94025

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computational shills

PURPOSE: To give instruction in the basic computational skills: addition, .5ubtract4an,
multiplication, and division of whole !lumbers

ENTRY LEVEL: Students with from three to five yeas f mathematics instruction who have
nut mastered oasic computational skills

READABILITY: Approximately grade level 4,0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT:

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

RE MEDIATION:

Four short, consumable, programmed texts aid a teacher's manual. Each
text deals with one of the whole nun 'her ot.eratiuns The teacher's manual
contains eight tests, two for ea°, studwnt text

Because the texts are programmed, th student receives immediate ver;,i-
cation of each answer. Results from the achievement tests also provide a
source of feedback.

Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Students complete each text independently. An instructor should ht.

a'aitable for administering and evaluating tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Apprvimately 12 to 18 hours for the entire program, varying with the
rrj.,ou

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program (4 booklets) :3 8 36
"Addition" (60 pp. paperback) 1.41
"Subtraction" 172 pp. paperback/ 1.68
"MJItiplic,,tion" (173 pp. paperback) 3.16
"Division" 1102 pp. paperback) 2 12
Teacher's Manual {with tests) 1.63

AVAILABILITY: Immediate frcm publisher
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TITLE: BASIC MATHEMATICS: A PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH

PUBLISHER: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc,, 2727 Sand Hill Rd., Menlo Park, Calif.
94025

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computational skills and some equations and formulas

PURPOSE: To give instruction in the fundamental concepts of arithmetic and to develop
computation-I skills in mathematical patterns, equations, formulas, and
multiplication and division of fractions and percents

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th to 5th grade mathemttics instruction
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READABI LITY: Approximately grade level 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Five paperbound, nonconsumable, programmed books. Each text is divided
into five sections. The 25 sections are accompanied by 50 progress tests, two
for each section. Answer keys for the tests are in the teacher's manual.

F EEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Because the texts are programmed, the student receives immediate
verification of each answer. The tests accompanying each section of the five
texts provide another source of feedback.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is designed to be us.d on an individual basis with minimal
instruction. An instructor should b: ailable to evaluate tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 5 hours for each of the 25 sections, varying with the
individual

VALIDATION: Not specified

COST: Complete Program (5 books}
Book 1: ''Patterns, The Pendulum, Discovering Numerical ;-lela

tionships, Symbolic Representation" (208 pp.) (paperback) .

Bonk 2: "Equations" (248 pp.) (paperback)
Book 3: "Equations, Formulas" (416 pp.) (paperback) .

Book 4: "Fractions, Multiplication, and Division of Fractions"
(416 pp.) (paperback)

Rook 5. "Fractional Equations, Decimals, Percent, More P rob
lems from Science" 520 pp.) paperback)

Teacher's Manual (with answers to progress tests}
Progress Tests

AVAI LABI LITY: Immediate from publisher

S 25.00

5.00
6.28
6.28

6,28

6.28
3.76
5.00

TITLE: INDIVIDUALIZING MATHEW.% 1 iCS SERIES: SKILLS AND PATTERNS

PUBLIEHER: AddisorrWesley Publishing Co., Inc., 2727 Send Pill Road, Menlo Perk,
Calif. 94025

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computational skills and elementary geometry

PURPOSE: To enable students to master the basic computational skills: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers and fractions.
Instruction dealing with sets, angles, metric geometry, nurnt,er patterns, and
decimals is also provided.

ENTRY LEVEL: Mathematics background equal to a 5th grade level. Placement tests indicate
student entry level.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 5.0

F,EP DER ORIENTATION Young adults
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FORMAT: The program, accompanied by a teacher's strategy book, consists of four
phases:

Motivational.. The Motivational phase consists of four consumable booklets.
Each booklet has 24 to 32 pages.

Mainstream: The Mainstream phase contains eight consumable booklets
dealing with standard mathematics topics. Each booklet is divided into
short units with a brief explanation followed by activities related to the
new material.

In-Depth Topics: The In-Depth Topics strand is a non consumable kit that is
used after students have completed the Mainstream strand. The box
contains four activity cards for each Mainstream booklet.

Testing Program: The testing program includes achievement tests for each
Motivational booklet. Placement tents accompany each Mainstream book.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Each student has his own records of placement and achievement test scores.
Answer booklets are available for self checking.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The Motivational phase of the program is entirely teacher- directed. Th.;
Mainstream and In Depth strands can be completed by individual students
working at their own pace.

TIM TO COMPLETE: Approximately 200 hours

VALiDAIION: The material was tested and developed with high school dropouts in a Title
III project in West Pclm Beach, Fla. Contact publisher for information on
student gains.

COST: Motivational Phase:
"Probability" S 3.36
"Flow Chart" 3.36
"Geo Boa'd I" 3 36
"Slide Rul t" (whole numbers) 3.36

Mainstream Phase:
"Whole Numbers" (Operations and Relations) 3.36
"Sets" (Members and Subsets) 3.36
"Fractions" {Addition ano Subtract icr.) 3.36
"Fractions" (Multiplication and Division) 3.3.3

"Angles" (Measurement and Measures) 3.36
"Metric Geometry" (Linear, Area, and Volume Measure) 3.36
"Number- (Patterns Theory) 3.36
"Decimals- (Meanings and Operations) 3.36

In Depth Topics Kit 33.00
jAll book prices are for one package of 5 paperback, consumable

books.)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

RELATED MATERIALS:
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In arfdition to the sequence described above, two additional programs that
follow the same general format are available: Patterns and Discovery and
Discovery and Structure. They deal with the more advanced skills taught in a
junior high school and high school mathematics program. An enrichment kit
is also available to accompany each progri,m.
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TITLE:

PUBLISHER;

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABILITY:

READER ORIENTATION:

FORMAT:

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

R EM EDI ATI ON:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAILABILITY;

SULLIVAN BASAL MATHEMATICS

Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Ctr., Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif, 94332

Ma hematics: basic computational skills

To teach the fundamentals of addition, subtraction, multipli,ation, and
division of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals through a 6.0 grade level

Ability to count

Not applicable; there is no reading material in the program.

Adults of all ages; especially valuable with non-English speaking nonreaders
or low-level readers

Thirty-seven paperback, consumable, programmed texts, with placement
examination, final examination booklet, teacher's record book, and student's
record book

Immediate verification of each response is provided in the programmed
textbook. In-book tests and end of book tests are scored by the teacher and
provide information about the student's progress, Both reacher and student
are provided with booklets for recording scores on tes's and examinati)ns.

Failure to pass final examination for any individual textbook routes student
automatically into ''Sullivan Mathematics Laboratory." (See description in
this catalog.)

Designed for use with or without guidance from math teacher, in group
situations or individually

Approximately 6 hours for each te, tbook, varying with the individual

Not available

Textbooks 1 to 37 (each)
Teacher's Manual
Placement Examination
Guide to Flacement Examination
Final Examination Book
Key to Final Exarninat/c -
Key to In-Book Examinations
Teacher's Record Book
Student's Record Book
Complete Specimen Kit

Immediate from publisher
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.....
S 1.09

2.99
.49

25
1.49

99
1.49
.49
25

41.16
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TITLE: SULLIVAN MATHEMATICS LABORATORY

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Ct.., Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTE : Mathematics: basic computational skills

PURPOSE: To teach the fundamentals of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
divisir-i of whole numbers, tractions, and decimals

ENTRY LEVEL: Ability to count

READABILITY: Not applicable; program c mtains no reading material

READER ORIENTATION: Adults of all ages; especially valuable for non-English-speaking nonreaders or
low-level readers

FORMAT One basic consumable programmed text divided into 12 units, twelve
consumable 13-page "Focus" programmed texts, each related to a unit of
the basic text, a teacher's manual, and a glade record book

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

REMEDI ATION:

Evaluation is provided on each page of the text so that the student is

constantly aware of his progress. Tests in the basic text at the end of each
Focus book provide evaluation of progress. A record of progress is kept in
the grade record folder.

Upon completion of each unit in the basic text, the student takes a test. If
he scores less than 70%, he is required to complete the programmed Focus
text that corresponds to that unit.

FLEXILirLITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for use with or without guidance from a math teacher in group
situations or individually. An instructor is recommended to assist as needed.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 hours to complete each unit in the basic text, and
approximately 2 hours for each of the "Focus" books, varying with the
individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Sullivan Mathematics Laboratory Specimen Set

(contains "Fundamentals of Mathematics," 12 books in the
"Focus on Mathematics" Series, Teacher's Manual, and Grade
Record Booklet)

Classroom set for 30 pupils with complete ins'ructions and
support materials

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from pudlisher

TITLE: ME CONSUMER MATHEMATICS SERIES

S 9.95

149.95

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional ett ri77, Palo
Alto, Calif. 9421/2

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

(See MultiSubrect section.)
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TITLE: LESSONS FOR SELFINSTRUCTION IN BASIC SKILLS: ARITHMETIC
FUNDAMENTALS

PUBLISHER: California Test Bureau/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey,
Calif. 93940

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computation skills

PURPOSE: Student should achieve mastery of basic computation& skills of addition,
subtraction, multiplication. and division.

ENTRY LEVEL: Booklets A.8: 3rd to 4thgrade reading skills
Booklet C: 5thigrade reading skills
Booklet D: 6th grade reading skills
Booklets EF: 7th- to Bth grade reading skills
Booklet G: 9th-grade reading skills

Skill level of students should be determined before purchasing material since
kit is available in two forms: a Junior Assortment, containing additional
booklets for groups AD, and a Senior Assortment, containing additional
booklets for groups EG.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The Arithmetic Fundamentals Kit contains 20 programmed Skill Booklets,
four at each of five different levels. Additional copies of the same booklets
are also M the kit. There are 240 student record sheets and one manual for
teachers. In addition to the boxed assortment, placement tests called LSI
Locators are mailable. These tests help the teacher decide at which level of
the skill booklets the student should begin.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student is given immediate feedback as he progresses through each
lesson. He also keeps a record of his progress on the record sheets.

REMEDIATION: When a student answers a question incorrectly, he is immediately provided
with an explanation as to why his answer is incorrect, additional interpre-
tation, and the opportunity to select the correct response.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The kit is used on an individual ix,1 basis within a classroom situation or at
home. Four or fewer students working on the same level or 20 or fewer
students working at five different leve's can use the kit at any given time. A
minimum of outside instruction 's necessary.

TIME TO COMPLETE: About 14 to 20 hours Icr the program

VALIDATICN: Not availah'e

COST: Complete Kit
Locator Test Pads (not included in kit)

Loci.itor Test Pad, Addition (eau))
Locator Test Pi.d, Subtractic,:i (each)
Locator lest Pad, Multiplication (each}
Locator Test Pad, Division (eat))

Rel

S 69.00

2.5n
2.5t,
2.50
2.50
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Replacement Materials:
Manual for Teachers (each) .75
Student Record Sheets each z.dditional pkg/25) 1.25
(1 Student Record Sheet ;ree with each booklet]

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: INDEPENDENT LEARNING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: intermediate skills

PURPOSE: To develop to an 80 grade level a conceptual understanding of measure-
ments, an additive method of subtraction, the cl2cimal point in division, the
use of the slide rule, probability, and basic statistics

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th-grade mathematics and reading co ripret. nsion skirls

READABILITY: Grade level 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Five different consumable skill booklets. Exercises, review questions, and
answers are in each booklet.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student checks his own answers to review questions.

REMEDIATiON: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: individualized program format requiring minima! supervision

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately two hours for each booklet, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program (H^,tuding five copies of each of five
booklets-25 booklets total) S 18.75

individual Booklets:
"Measures" 1.00
"Mental Arithmetic" 1.00
"The Decimal Point in Division" i.00
"Probability and Stat ['tics" 1.00
"The ide Rule" 1.00

AVAI LABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: MERRILL MATHEMATICS SKILLTAPES

PUBLISHER: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1300 Alum Creek Dr., Columbus, Ohio
43216

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics. basic computational skills

PURPOSE To develop on a 7.0 grade level an understanding of fractions, decimals, and
the base-10 system of counting. Student practices and gains proficiency in
computational skills. addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of
whole numbers, fractions, and decimals.

ENTRY LEVEL: Addition and subtraction of whore-number combinations up to 10

READABILITY: None

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Set contains 40 cassettes and ten copies each of nine consumable student
study booklets. Each tape corresponds to a fouripage lesson in one of the
study books. The tape includes explanations, questions, and directions for
each lesson. The student reads in his study booklet, writes answers to the
exercises, and checks his work by listening again to the tape. A student
progress chart is on the inside back cover of each book. A cassette player is
required.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student receives immediate verification of answers to exercises and
progress tests. He keeps a record of his progress on the student progress
chart.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPER VISIONi Completely individualized and self-instructional

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 72 instructional hours for the program

VALIDATION: Isar 5vailable

COST: Complete Set
[Individual packages of cassettes may be purchased; contact
puolisher for cost.)

AVAILABILITY: immediate from publisher

S 295.00

TITLE: PROGRAMMED MATHEMATICS

PUBLISHER: Educational Sensory Programs, Inc., Jonesboro, Ark. 72401

SUBJECT MAI ;ER: Mathematics: basic computz. :onal skills

PURPOSE: To bring the student with little or no mathematics background to a 5.0 grade
level in basic skills including addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
cli,,ision of whole numbers and factions

ENTRY LEVEL: Assumes little or no previous knowledge of basic mathematical concepts ur
Student should be able to read and write numbers from 1 to 10.
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P,Ef.ADABr Not relevant since series is presented on tape

READER ORISNTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The Series consists of six programs, cne each for the equivalent of grades 1.0
to 5.0 and one for general readiness. Each program contains a set of 12 tapes
in either open-reel or cassette format and 12 pupil worksheets to be
reproduced fur each student, A tape cleck or cassette player is necessary.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Questions to the student are posed by the narrator on tape. The student
writes his answers on the worksheets, and these serve as a permanent record
of his work.

REMEDIATION: As this series of programmed tape li?:sons is sequential, the student does not
go on to the following lesson until lc has fully understood the preceding
one.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for individual, small group or classroom use. Requires a minimum
of supervision.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 6 to 8 hours for each trade level

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program S 360.00
Set of 12 tapes (cassettes or open reef) and 12 student

workbooks 60.00

AVAILABILITY: immediate from publisher

TITLE: MINISYSTEM3 ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS SERIES

PUBLISHER: Electronic Futures, Inc., 57 Dodge AVE., North Haven, Conn. 06473

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic skills and concepts

PURPOSE: To teach all the concepts and onerati)ns basic to mathematics ,..Jrricula in
Adult Education to a 6.0 grade ILvel. These include addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, fractions, deciryls, equalities, and inequalities.

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd grade mathematics bakAground

READABILITY: Grade level 3.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: Each MINISYSTEM for grades 4.0 to i.0 consists of a prerecorded cassette,
30 consumable studenLactivity sheets and a teacher's guide. MINISYSTEMS
provide opportunities for student responses to questions and problems posed
on the tape. When a response of more than a few seconds:: reouired, a tone
signals the student to turn the play,Ir off until he completes his response. In
this way the student adjusts the speed of the program to his learning rate.
For Levels E, F. and G (grades 4.0 to 6 C) the program offers 43 cassettes (or
tapes}, or MINISYSTEMS

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Immediate feedback is provided through questions and answers on each
MINISYSTEM. Student activity sheet is ,) record of the student's work,
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REMEDIATION: Students needing further review simply replay the appropriate portions of
the tape.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION' Once a student has started the program, further assis'ance is not usually
necessary; all instructions are provided by the tape or activity sheet.
Although intended primarily for individualized instruction, the program can
be used for group instruction with a junction box and additional headsets.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 40 hours for each level

VALIDATION: Not r- Bailable

COST: Level E (Grade 4 and above, Adult Basic Ed (cation):
15 MINISYSTEMS (1 Tape, 1 Teacher's Guide, 30 Activity
Sheets for each system) S 119.25

Level F (Grade 5 and above, Adult Basic Education):
14 MINISYSTEMS (1 Tape, 1 Teacher's Gt:ide, 30 Activity
Sheets for each system) 111.30

Level G (Grade 6 and above, Adult Basic Education):
15 MINISYSTEMS (1 Tape, 1 Teacher's Guide, 30 Activity
Sheets for each system) '19.25

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL BASIC MATHEMATICS, LEVELS 3, 4, 5

PUBLISHER: Electronic Futures, Inr., 57 Dodge Ave., North Haven, Conn. 06473

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics

PURPOSE: To teach fundamental operations, concepts, and skills in addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of whore numbers, fractions, and
decimals. The student should extend his appreciation of mathematics
through enrichment activities. The program focuses on ich concepts as
time, equalities, inequalities, rays, and angles.

ENTRY LEVEL 3rd-grade mathematics skills

READABILITY: Not applicable

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Three program levels, each of which is composed of Audio Flashcards, 30
consumable student workbooks, and a teacher's manual. An elements of the
program are designed for use with the EF I Audio Flashcard Reader.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The Imswer Key included in the back of each workbook enables the student
to evaluate his progress as he proceeds. Achievement tests are i,cluded in the
Teacher's Manual for more comprehensive evaluation by the instructor.

REMEDIATIONI Student reviews any skills he has not mastered.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: ThL system is designe.d to allow the student to proceed at his own pace and
in teens of his specific needs. Through considerable portions of the program
he can work independently of the teacher.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Anproximatcly 40 hours for each level of the program
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VALIDATION: Not available

COS f: "Self-Instructional Basic Mathematics
Audio Flashcard Set [257 cards; 1

Student Workbooks)
"Self-Instructional Basic Mathematics

Audio Flashcard Set 1289 cards] 1

Student Workbooks}
"Self-Instructional Basic Mathematics

Audio Flashcard Sets [539 cards] 1
Student Workbooks)

EF I Flashcard Reader
with rechargeable battery

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

" ILevel 3) (including 1

Teacher's Manual and 30

(Level 4) ' including 1

Teacher's Manual and 30

1Level 4) (inch ling 2
Teacher's Manual and 30

S /40.00

166.00

263.00
250.00
270.00

TITLE: MATH LEARNING CENTER

PUBLISHER: Encyclopaedia Biita- lice Educational Corp., 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics

PURPOSE: To provide individualized instruction in these skill areas (alphabetically):
addition, algebraic expressions, bases, decimals, division, equators,
exponents, factors, fractions, geometry, graph.g, inequalities, meast- e
merits, multiplication, numerical systems, percent, ratio, subtraction, sets,
and word problems. Student achieves a 7.0 grade level in these :kills.

ENTRY LEVEL: 4thgrade mathematics skills. The index of the teacher's manual makes it
Possible to pinpoint the individual need, find the appropriate topic, and
select the lesson that best solves the individual problem. The same tests that
evaluate a student's understanding of problems can be used to diagnose
weaknesses before making assignments.

REAUABILIIY: Grade level 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Series provides instruction in nine subject areas and contains a total of 206
books, including six teacher's manuals. See COST for further details.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Questions in the back of the teacher's manual relate tc each aIgnment to
determine whether the student has grasped the subject he has just studiA.
End of-unit progress tests and final examinations also are included.

REMEOtATION: Not soecified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPEHVISION: Although teacher supervision is requ,e-1 the l_rogram allows each student to
proceed at his own pace.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Not specified

VALIDATION. Not available
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COST: Complete Program (including 2 bookcases) S 398.50
Without bockcases 349.50

The complete !earning center includes the following materials:
Title No. of Sets Price per set

Basic Mathematics 7 512.00
(5 vol., 1 supplement)

Whole Numbers and Numerals 5 8.50
(2 vol., 1 suppienlent)

Introduction to Mathematics 7 12.00
(4 vol., 1 supplement)

Arithmetic of the Whole Numbers 5 8.50
(2 vol., 1 supplement)

Introduction to Modern Mathematics 7 12.00
(4 vol., 1 supplement)

Preparing fur Algebra 5 2.75
(1 volume)

Ratios and Proportions 5 2.75
(1 volume)

Introduction to Verbal Problr2rns in Algebra 4 3.50
11 volume)

Modern Algebra 5 12.00
(5 vol., 5 supplements)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESSBOOKS 1 AND 2

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp , 1010 W. Washington Blvd Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Mathematics, Reading

(See Multi-Su6iect section )

TITLE: TURNERLIVINGSTON READING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

(See MultiSubiect section.)

TITLE: MATHEMATICS FOR HOME AND BUSINESS

PUBLISHER: General Learning Corp., career Advancement Programs, 753 Fairfield Ave.,
Bridgeport, Conn. 06604

SUBJECT PlATTER: Mathematics: basic computation skills related to consumer education

1',7be MultiSubject section.)
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TITLE: THE THEORY OF NUMBERS

PUBLISHER General Learning Corp., Career Advancement Programs, 753 Fairfield Ave.,
Bridgeport, Conn, 06604

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics basic computational skills

PURPOSE: Tc master basic computational skills: addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division of whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th-grade level reading comprehension; 3rd-grade level mathematics

READABILITY: Grade level 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FOPMAT: Four self-instructional, sequentially programmed books, each containing a
mastery test. Answer keys and a mask accompany each book,

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student receives immedlate verification of each response. Mastery tests
provide achievement relults.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SOPERVISION: Designed for individuai use with minimum supervision

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 10 hours

VALIDATION: Not specified

COST: Complete Program (including 4 books, answer keys, instruc,ons,
and mask) S 11,20

AVAILABILITY: Immcdiate from publisher
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ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC

PUBLISHER: Grolier Educational Corp., 745 Third Ave., Nwi York, N.Y. 10022

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: tmsic computational skills

PURPOSE: To teach basic concepts in multiplication, division, decimals, and fractions

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd grade reading, addition, anc; ,hlraction

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 4.5

READER ORIENTATION: Adults in reed of improving ',asic ma h sk,;ts

FORMAT Each of three programs is available in the consumable textbook or the
teaching.machine form,t. Each book is divided into separate frames for
programmed instruction and provides space for the student to write his
answers. Tt-,e AelIN.,MAX machine is used with the teaching mach ine format
only.
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FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The programmed or teaching machine provides immediate confirmation
of all written answers. Answers to post- or achievement tests are listed at the
end of the text or in the instructor's manual for the teaching machine
format).

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Programs are intended for individual use. Supervision is not required except
for students who need instruction when using the teaching machine or
textbook mask. An instructor should be available for evaluating tests when
the teaching-machine format is used,

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 45 to 60 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Multiplication and Division:
Teaching machina Format
Text Format (346 pp.)

Decimal Numbers:
Teaching-machine Format
Text Format (533 pp.)

Fractions:
Teaching-machine Formal
Text Format (130 pp.)

MIN/MAX Teaching Machine

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

S 10.00
11.00

12.50
13.50

10.00
11.00
25.00

TITLE: MODERN MATHEMATICS FOR ACHIEVEMENTFIRST AND SECOND
COURSES

PUBLISHER: Houghton Mifflin Co., Educational Div.. 110 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
02107

SUBIECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computatior. I skills and elementary geometry

PURPOSE: To teach practical mathematics concepts and skills ranging from basic
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers to
elementary geometry

ENTRY LEVEL: No previous mathematics background necessary

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Eight 48 page books with 23 lessons for each of the two courses. The
program is accompanied by a teacher's annotated edition for each student
book and a tcacher's guide for each course.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Each hook serves as a workbook for the student's use and contains progress
tests, each covering one third of the lessons in the book. Answcrs are
available on a separate key.

nEMEDIATIDN: Not specified
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FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Suitable fot classroom or individual use. Close supervision is re tuired to
introduce new concepts and to evaluate exercises and tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: About 45 hours for each course

VALIDATION: Not avail3ble

COST: Student's Edition:
First Course (sc. of 8) S 3.60
Second Course ;set of 8) 3.60

Teacher's Edition:
First Course (set of 8) 4.20
Second Course (set of 8) 4.20

Teacher's Guide:
First Course 30
Second Course .30

Progress Tests with Answers:
First Course .54
Second Course .54

AVAI LAB' LITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: INTERMEDIATE MATH PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Imperial International Learning, Box 548, Rt. 54 South, Kankakee, III.
60901

SUBJECT MA1 TER: Mathematics: basic computational skills, measurement, and sets

PURPOSE: To provide individualized instruction in the basic mathematical concepts of
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, percent,
measurement, and sets. Completion of the program is equivalent to mastery
of 6.0 grade level skills.

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd grade math skills

READABILITY: Grade level 3.0

READER ORIENTATION: Yong and mature adults

FORMAT: Each o; a series of 40 open reel tapes or cassettes is accompanied by a
consumable four page response booklet. For quick evaluation of progress, all
answers are included in the teacher's manual.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING Stuoent responses are self-checked through answers given by the narrator.
The fast page of the booklet in most lessons contairs teacher evaluated
review exercises. The student is asked :,(1 complete these lessons

independently after the tape has finished playing_

PEMEDIATION: Not specified

FLXIPILITY AND SUPERVISION:

80

Lessons may be presented to individuals, to small groups, or to an entire
class. Minimum teacher supervision required since the program is sell
correcting and the student may work at his own pace.

TIME TO COMPUTE: 30 to 45 minutes for each lesson
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VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program (including 30 pupil response booklets for each
tape and three teachor's manuals):

Open reel Tape $ 299.00
Cassettes 339.00

Additional Pupil Response Booklets (pkg/30) 1.95
Additional Teacher's Manuals 2.25

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publish.'ir

TITLE: LEARNING SKILLS SERIEST ARITHMETIC

PUBLISHER: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computation skills related to consumer education

(See Multi Subject section.)

TITLE: PROGRAMMED M,TH (BOOKS 1.91

PUBLISHER: McGraw.Hill Book Cc , 330 W. 42no St., New York, N.Y. 10036

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computational skills

PURPOSE: To teach basic computational skills: adc'ition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals

ENTRY LEVEL: Ability to count :rom 1 to 100. A placement test pinpoints specific
weaknesses and places each student in the appropriate course of study.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature .dults

FORMAT: Series includes nine consumdble programmed textbooks, nine books of
problems, a p'acement examina,ion, a book of progress tests, and teache-'s
manual.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Every sixth page of the programmed text is an in-book test the student uses
to check himself. In addition, each text has two 20 item exams. Progress test
booklets are available to instructors who want to make an ,idditiorai check
of student's progress.

REMEDIATION: The problem books correspond directly to the textbooks and offer students
additional practice in solving a particular type of mathematical p,J5lerri

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: An instructor is required for administering and evaluating tests and for
providing irdividual assistance. Each book is divided into programmed lesson
units so that the student can work at his own pace.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 4 to 8 hours fcr each text. varying with the ndivid,Jal

VALIDATION: Not available
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COST: Teaching Skills and We d Problems:
Book One: "Basic Addition" a 2.60
Book Two: -Advanced Addition" . .. 2.60
Book Three: "Subtraction" ... 2.60
Book Four: "Multiplication- 2.60
Book Five: "Division" 2.60
B00% Six: "Fractions" 2.00
Book Seven: "Decimals" 2.60
Book Eight: "Measurements" 2.60
Bnok Nine: "Consumer Math" 1.72

Instructor's Guide (for Books 1.8) 7.64
Placement ExaminatiJn (for Books 1.8) 3.24
Progress Tests Booklet (for Books 1.8) 1.20

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: ELEMENTARY MATH FILM LOO'S

PL:3LISHER: The Macmillan Co., 866 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. W022

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: visual approach to basic mathematical skills and concepts

PURPOSE: To help the beginning student achieve mastery of fundamental mathematic
disciplines, such as basic computation, fractions, elementary geometry,
measurement, graphing, and logic. Completion of the program should
increase his ability to an 8.0 grade levet.

ENTR EVF.L: Knowledge of mathematic skills on approximately a 1.5 grade level

READABILITY: Extremely low; almost all words are explained by pictures

READER OR tENTATION: Adu!ts in need of improving basic: math skills

FORMAT: A set of 40 single concept film loops in Super 8mm cartridges, Included with
each film lc op is a guide sheet which includes a synopsis of the film, a list of
related film loops, ideas for use of the film, exercises, and follow up
activities. A Kodak or Technicolor Super 8mm-film-loop projector is

essential. Concept-reiatnd activity pages accompany each loop.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Not specified

REMEDIATION: Repeat loop format enables student to study film until concept is fully
understood.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVIS ON Program can be used by individual students with minimal instructor
supervision. Loops can Le projected on a screen for group instruction.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 to 30 hours for tl-e program

R2

fi

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Film loop (each) S 19.50

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: SKILL IN BASIC MATHEMATICS WITH WP _ AND SEE

PUBLISHER: New Century, 440 Park Ave. S., New York, N.Y. 10016

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics

PURPOSE: To help students who lack basic mathematic concepts and skills develop 6.0
grade level proficiency in performing fundamental operations of whole
numbers and working with fractions, decimals, ercents, and ratios

ENTRY LEVEL: The ability to perform basic computations with whole-number combinations
from 1 to 10

PEADABI LIT'!: Grade level 4.0

FIEADF1 ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: The program consists of five consumable, soft-cover workbooks, a teacher's
manual, and Write and See crayons.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING- Immediate feedback is provided with the Write and See crayons. After
,../orking each problem, the student checks his answer by rubbing the answer
box with the crayon.

REMEDiATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPrRV1SION: The program is suitable for individual, small group, or classroom use. Some
supervision is required to inoni tor student progress. When used with small
groups, different workbooks can be assigned to different groups according to
achievement level.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 30 to 40 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST. Comple,e Set (includes 1 copy each ur Books A-E and 5 Write
and See Crayons) S 4.80

Book A: ''Fundamental Operations" 4.65'
Book I): "Understanding Fractions" 4.65'
Book C: ''Using Fractions" 4.65'
Book D: "Understanding Decimals'. 4.65'
Book E: "Decimals, Percents, and Ratios" 4 65'
Comprehensive Teachers Manual .21

Bo+. of 12 Write and See Crayons .48
Box of 36 Mite and See Crayons 1.35

Per unit of five books

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS

PUBLISHER: Perceptual Development Labs., P. O. Box 1911, Big Spring, Tex. 79

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computational skills

PURPOSE: To correct deti.::iencies in computational skills through practice
mental mathematics

ENTRY LEVEL: 1st-grade computational skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Two 16mm films provide motivation and orientation on number sy
Twenty-eight lesson films teach number systems, basic number ca
lions, and computational processes. One film covers measurement. Ell
film loops provide association and recall drills. An instructor's m
student workbooks, and a program carrying case are included. The pry
must be used with a perceptoscope, which is designed to serve as:

1. A motion picture projector, presenting the picture normal or
motion speeds
2. A pacing projector, providing controlled or paced projcctiol
materials
3. A tachistoscope, providing flash projection
4. A slide projector, showing any single frame for an unlimited time

The perceptoscope can be accompanied tiy a perceptodapter (which is a
adapter), a projection tamp, and a protection stand and cart.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Stud,:nt charts his own progress once the instructor has evaluated workbi
responses.

RE'fEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Individualized and group instructional situation for up to 20 students.
instructor may be required for equipment operation.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 hours for the program

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program S1 485 0
Ferceptcscope Mark III Model 100 I 595 0
Perceptodapter 66.01

Projection Lamp, DKP 27.5C

Wheelit Noiectio, Stand and Cart 68.0C

AVAILABILITY: Imrirdiate from publisher

TITLE: HIGH SCHOOL EOUIVAL EN ?.Y PREP PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Programs for Achievement in Reading, Inc , Abbott Park Pl., Providence,
R.I. 02903

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, English, Mathematics

ISee Multi-Subject sectico

34
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TITLE: COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT KIT

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 25c1 E. Erie St., Chicago, Ill. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computational skills

alRFOSE: To provide supplementary practice in the computational skills of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, fractions,
decimals, and percentages

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th-grade level mathematics skills

READABILITY: Grade level 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The kit contains 30 copies of 13 diagnostic tests, 397 copes of 135 exercise
carjs, 16 reference cards, a teacher's guide, and one student record book.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student records his progress in his student recnrd book. Periodic
progress tests help to determine whether or not the student is mastering the
skills.

REMEDIATION: If skills on exercise cards are not mastered, the reference cards contain
additional explanations of each skill to give help in problem areas.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program is designed for individual student use in a classroom situation.
Instructor required for administering and evaluating placement tests.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 29 to 30 minutes for each lesson, varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Kit S 96.67
Student Record Book ',each) .69
Teacher's Guide leach additional copy) 1.57

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TILE: MATHEMATICS

PUBLISHER: Steck-Vaughn Co., P.O. Box 2028, Austin, Tex. 78767

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic skills and concepts

PURPOSE: To assist st 'dent s in mastering basic mathematics skills to a 7.0 grade level
with stress on basic computation of whole numbers, study of percent,
measurement, ratio and proportion, and simple equations

ENTRY LEVEL: Ability to identity whole numbers

READABILITY: From a 1.0 or 2.0 grade level to approximately a 5,0 g, ade level

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults
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FORMAT: The program consists of four consumable text workbooks in two sepal
series and a refresher course called "Wei, king With Numbers." This
consumable work text beginning with the simplest addition facts
covering every phase of arithmetic to a 5.0 -!rade level

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPiNG: Each work-text contains explanations, model solutions to proble
exercises, reviews, progress tests, and answer keys.

REMEDIATION: "Working with Numbers" is used primarily for review purposes.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The books are intended for individualized self instruction.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 to 30 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

86

COST: Complete Program (set of 5 books) S 5
"Steps to Mathematics," Books 1 and 2 (grades 1 to 4) . . 1

"Basic Essentials of Mathematics," Books 1 and 2 (grades 5 to 9) 2

"Working with Numbers"

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: THE MOTT BASIC LANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Allied Education Council, Gallen, Mich. 49113

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Reading, Consumer Education, World of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: THE CONSUMER MA THEMATICS SERIES

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Ctr., Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: JOBS

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Ctr., B, x 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work

PURPOSE: To develop in minority-group trainees the attitudes and techniques needed
to find a job and to teach them to evaluate their own qualifications,
experience, personal attributes, and handicaps

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th-grade level skills in reading

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 6.0 to 6.5

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults and .nembers of minority groups in need of developing more
employable behaviors and attitudes

FORMAT: A consumable, pr.nir immed textbook, "Jobs" is ascompanicd by a
consumable supplerr elf, "Job Book," and a teacher's manual As students
learn to solve the problems presented in the programmed text, they also
learn to evaluate their own employable characteristics, prospects, and plans
for employment. The teacher's manual provides suggestions for guiding
group discussion.

TEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Preparing the personal evaluation for the "Job Book" provides self-
evaluation for the student. The progre -imed text gives immedi.te
verification of responses.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

88

Maximum effectiveness is gained when We. student works through the
programmed text individually while participating in teacher-guided group
instruction.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 10 hours for the program

VALIDATION: Not available
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COST: "Jobs" S 2.97
"Job Book" .99
Teachar's Manual 1.49

AVAILABILITY: immediate from publisher

TITLE: WHY WORK SERIES

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, tadera Professional Ctr., Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, World of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: THE WORLD OF WORK

PUBLISHER: Educational Resources, Inc., P.O. Box 353, Old Chelsea Stat., New York,
N.Y. 10011

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work

PURPOSE: To help the train( :s understand the work environment and on-thc-job
interpersonal relationships. The student should gain an id-a of the behavior
expected of him by employers, supervisors, and fellow workers an the
behavior that will lead him to advance or be fired.

ENTRY LEVEL: 4thgrade reading ability

READABILITY: Not relevant; material is 98% audio

READER ORIENTATION: Designed primarily for youths and minority-group members with little or no
work experience

FORMAT: A complete program contains 20 prerecorded cassettes, 24 student record
booklets, and an instructor's guide. The material is sufficient for as many as
24 students. Of the 20 cassettes, 14 consist of Jesse- and 6 of discussions.
Each cassette presents three problecn situations. A .P0 200 tape cassette
player is required.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The stue ant answel all lesson and reviev. questions contained or, the tapes
directly in the student record booklet anJ scores the results himself, This
booklet serves as a progress chart as well as a permanent recora of his work.

REME DIA ;ION: Five review questions follow each of the 14 lessons. At !east four of these
shuuld be answered correctly before going on to the next lesson.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The program cm be self administered. No special instructor training is
required. It can oe used individvally or in small- or large group situations.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 to 30 hours

VALIDATION: Case studies available from publisher
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COST: Complete Program:
With TPQ Cassette Player
Without TPQ Cassette Player

Instructor's Guide each additional copy)
Student Bo...klets leach additional copy)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: HELP YOURSELF TO A JOB, PARTS I, II, III

PUBLISHER: Finney Co., 3350 Gorham Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55426

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work

S 249.50
224.00

1.50
.15

PURPOSE: To teach disadvantaged yoring adults the basic infrrmation thti need to
apply for and told a job. Areas of interest include the filling out of an
application form, the differences between skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled
jobs, information about payrolls, empioyeremployee relations, and the
attitudes and behavior necessary to keep a job.

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd grade reading comprehension

READABILITY: Ranges from grade lev ?ls 3.0 to 6.0

READ1R ORIENTATION: Educationally and socially ciisady,mtaged young adults

FORMAT: Three consumable work-textbooks containing pictures and samples of
typical forms encountered in industry. Each textbook contains short
descriptive sections interspersed with questions andfor drills. VoeAuldry
sections are given at the conclusion of each book.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Each book provides a permanent copy of the student's work that allows for
checking answers to the "Questions to Help You Understand" settler).

REMEDIATION: Several subjects, such as application forms and help via nted ads, are

reintroduced to provide review and supplemental information

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for individual student use but suitable for small-groep study as well

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 15 to 20 hours for the three books

VALIDATION: Contact the Special Education Dept, Hempstead High Schaal, Hempstead,
N.Y.

COST: Complete Set 13 books) S 4.50
Individual books leach) 1.50

AVAILABILITY: Immediate horn publisher
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TITLE: ACCENT/WORLD OF WORK

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work: work related social skills

PURPOSE: To provide an understanding of work related personnel skills such as
interviewing for a job, getting promotions, and evaluating personal job
qualifications

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd-grade reading comprehension

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults from socially and educationally deprived backgrounds

FORMAT: A series of four consumable text-workbooks, each containing three work-
related lessons Structure of each lesson consists of a teacher-directed group
discussion, a reading selection, and application exercises. Supplementary
reading, writing, speaking, and discussion skills are provided through
structured teacherdirected activities.

1EEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Exercises are evaluated by the teacher since answer keys ,re not provided.

REMEDIATION: None

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Suitable for individual use but also recommended for group instruction

TIME TO COMPLETE: 12 to 15 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: "Getti That Job"
You and Your Occupation"

"Keeping That kb"
"You and Your Fay"
Instructor's Book (specify text title) (each/

AVAILABI LITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: TURNER CAREER GUIDANCE SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicag

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension; World of Work

(See Multi Subject section.)

TITLE: TURNER-LIVINGSTON COMMUNICATION SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicag

SUBJECT MATTER Read ng: supplementary reading; World of Work

(Sea Multi Subject sPction.Y
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TITLE: TURNER-LIVINGSTON READING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, HI. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: ADULT BASIC COMMUNICATIONS

PUBLISHER: Ken Cook Transnational, 9929 W. Silver Spring Rd., Milwaukee, Wis, 53225

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic skills required for reading and writing; World of Work

(See MultiSubject section.)

TITLE: OPERATION ALPHABET

PUBLISHER: Noble & Noble Publishers, Inc., 750 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Writing, World of Work

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE: WORLD OF WORK KIT

PUBLISHER: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work

PURPOSE: To acquaint the student with jcb-worker situations that influence his success
in locating, applying for, keeping, and ad ancing in a job

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th-grade reading level

READABILITY: Grade level 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Written for multiethnic appeal, the program appeals to young and mature
adults.

FORMAT: Fifty 4-page, illustrated, fictional stories about job worker situations
packaged in a kit. Each story is followed by multiple choice, short answer, or
discussion questions. A teacher's guide is included.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Multiple choice, short answer, and discussion questions are evaluated by the
teacher and provide the basis for group discussion.

REMEDIATION Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Series tan be iJsed for individual or group instruction and requires limited
teacher involvement.
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TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 20 hours for the complete program
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V NLIDATION: IN-yt available

COST: Complete Kit
Teacher's Guide

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

S 69 50
1.00

TITLE: INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

PUBLISHER: Perceptual Development Labs., t'.0. Box 1911, Big Spring, Tex. 79720

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work

PURPOSE: To develop student awareness of the effects of accidents on the health of
employees, including costs of accidents both for company operation and
individual earning po,:ier

ENTRY LEVEL: Not applicable; all material is on film

READABILITY: Not applicable; all material is on film

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Six 16rnm films in color. A conferer.ce program is included with the basic
structure for gu;iing group discussion provided in the Instructor's Guide.
The program must be used with a Ferceptoscope. {For description of
Perceptoscope, refer to the Job Attitudes program, published by Perceptual
Development Labs.)

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Not specified

REMEDIATION: None

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for group instruction of up to 20 students. Presence of a supervisor
is required for guiding discussion.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately ten hours for the program

VALIDATION: Not si 'ed

COST: Complete Program S 710.00
Perceptoscope Mark III Model 100 1 595 00
Perceptodapter 66.00
Projection Lamp, DKP 27.50
Wheelit Projection Stand and Cart 68.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: JOB ATTITUDES

PUBLISHER: Perceptual Development Labs, P.O. Box 1911, Big Spring, Tex 79720

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work

PURPOSE: To develop positive job attitudes through understanding company organ:
ration and the way employees help make a successful company

G
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ENTRY LEVEL: 4th- or 5th-grade reading and writing skills

READABILITY: Grade level 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Six 16mm ciemonstration/discussion films in color. Films deal with
orientation, the key poir is of good attitudes, how to improve attitudes, and
how good attitudes benefit the employee. Student workbooks and an
instructor's manual accompany the films. The program must be used with a
Perceptoscope, which is designed to serve as:

1. A motion picture projector, presenting the picture at normal or slow
m.ition speeds
2. A pacing projector, providing controlled or paced projection of
materials
3. A tachistoscope, providing flashprojection capabilities
4. A slide projector, showing any single frame for an unlimited time

The Perceptoscope can be accompanied by a Perceptodapter (which is a lens
adapter), a projection lamp, and a projection stand and cart.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Teacher t....ivates answers to workbook exercises. Student keeps a record of
progress on tf,e improvement progress chart.

REMEDIAT1ON: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

Individualizes: and group instructional situations. An instructor is required to
evaluate exercises and to lead group discussions.

Approximately W hours for completion of the program

VALIDATION: Not specified

COST: Complete Program {for 20 students) S 945.00
Perceptoscope Mark III Model 100 1 595 00
Perceptodapter 66.00
Projection Lamp, DKP 27.50
Wheelit Projection Stand and Cart 68.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: NEW ROCHLJER OCCUPATIONAL READING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Wor'cl of Work

(See Mufti-Subject section.)
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TITLE: YOUR ATTITUDE IS CHANGING

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work: employee attitudes

PURPOSE: To improve attitudes, motivation, and behavior; to prepare the student
keep and steadily progress in his job; and, to provide a guide to occupations
in the service and selling fields

ENTRY LEVEL: 60-grade reading-comprehension skills

READABILITY: Grade level 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults who are slower learners

FORMAT: A student text with illustrations and easy-to-follow format divided into three
functional units. A teacher's guide accompanies the text.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: An objective measurement of student achievement does not accompany the
program.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The text can be used by students individually at home or in a classroom
situation. When suggestions in the teacher's guide are used, the program is
maximally effective.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 5 to 10 hours

VALIDATION: Not specified

COST: Student Text ,each)
Teacher's Guidc (included free with order of 8 or more student

texts)

AVAI LABILITY: Immediate from publisher

S 5.50

1.00

TITLE: YOUR ATTITUDE IS SHOWING PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 259 E. Erie St., Chicago, Ili. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: World of Work: employee attitudes

PURPOSE: To enable the employee to develop positive attitudes toward his work,
responsibilities, supervisors, fellow employees, and customers

ENTRY LEVEL: cth- to 6th grade comprehension skills

READABILtTY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: The boxed program includes a text titled Your Attitude Is Showing," a
leeder's guide, a color slide film, a record to accu nptny the slide film, and a
set of 12 attitude posters. A slide-film projector is necessary to implement
the program.
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FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

REMEDIATION:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATtON:

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

No objective measurement of student achievement accompanies the
program.

Not specified

Equally applicable on an individual basis or in a ctassroom situation. The kit
contain; materiats for nine students or less; therefore, additional materials
should be ordered for larger g. oup situations. The Leader's Guide provides
step-by-step instructions to an instructor to help him initiate and implement
the program in a variety of ways.

Approximately 5 to 10 hours

Not specified

Complete Program for 9 or fewer students)
Additional Student Text (each)
Ad.fitier.al Reader's Guide (included free with every order of 8

student texts)
Color Slide film (each)
Record (to accompany slide film) (each)
Attitude Posters (set of 12) (each)

Immediate from publisher

S 75.00
3.50

1.2S
50.00
8.50

22.50

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABILITY:

READER ORIENTATION.

FORMAT:

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

REMEDIATtON:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO -0"PLFTE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION SERIES

Steck-Vaughn Co., P. O. BOK 2028, Austin, Tex. 78767

World of Work

To provide instruction on h,_.w to locate jobs, complete applications and
interviews, ana develop the attitudes and behavior necessary for job success

5th-grade reading comprehensiun and vocabulary skills

Ranges from grade revels 5.0 to 6.6

Cis.advantaged young adults from underprivileged areas

"How to Get a Job and Keep It is an illustrated, consumable work
textbook providing basic job information. A teacher's manual and answer
key is available for checking answers to exercises. The accompanying
work-textbook, "A Job for You," features lob-related reading experiences.

None

None

The books are intended for home use. Supervision

Approximately 20 hours for both ly-,,ks

Not available

For both books t including Teacher's Manual)

Immediate from publisher

is not essential.

S 2.64
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CONSUMER EDUCATION
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TITLE: TEE MOT BASIC LANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Aired Education Council, Galien, Mich. 49113

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Reading, Consumer Education, World of Work

(See Multi- Subject section.)

TITLE: THE CONSUMER MATHEMATICS SERIES

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Ctr., Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

(See Multi-Sulakect section.)

TITLE: YOUR MONEYGOING OR GROWING?

PUBLISHER: Finney Co., 3350 Gorham Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55426

SUBJECT MATTER: Consumer Education

DURPOSE: To prepare the student fur the problems 1 will face in the busine's world as
a consumer

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th-grade readi. ig level

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 7.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults from lower.i.,ome groups

FORMAT: A work-textbook in r asy.to read type. Included are illustrations and sample
forms such as charge account applications. In preparing the student for
ii,.Jney management, the book attempts to protect him from traps he may
encounter as a consumer. Vocabulary building sections on assignment pages
aid the student in understanding the material he is reading.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Instructor may wish to monitor the student's answers in assignment sections.

REMEDIATIO'): Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: St, ...dale for individual home use. An instructor is not required unless the
student wishes to have his work evaluated.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 2 to 4 hours for the entire program

COST: Text-workbook (approximately 60 pp.)

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: TURNER-LIVINGSTON READING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

(See Multi-Subject section./

TITLE: ACCENT/CONSUMER EDUCATION

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd . Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Consumer Education: family economy

PURPOSE: To provide information about family budgeting, insurance, credit,
investment, and regal rights

ENTRY LEVEL: 7th grade reading ability

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 7.0 to 9.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults from socially and educationally deprived
backgrounds

FORMAT: A series of six consumable text workbooks and a teacher's guide containing
138 structured daily lessons dealing with major areas of family economy.
Each lesson is followed by exercises or sample subject related forms.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The six booklets contain subject related forms in addition to th,, exercises to
check comprehension of tr, .naterial. Objective test evaluation of progress is
not provided.

REMEDIATION: None

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Easily adapted to individualized or group instruction. An instructor to
pr-wide feedback and guide discussion is recommended but not required.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 25 hours for each book

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Series (8 books) $ 10.12
"Knowing How to Budget and Buy" 1.16
"Insuring Your Life" 1.1E
"Income and Property" 1.16
"Social Insurance" 1.16
"The Law for You" 1.16
"Understanding Consumer Credit" 1.16
"Investing Your Savings" 1.16
"Teacher's Guide for Series" 2.00

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: ACCENT/FAMILY FINANCES

PUBLISHER: :=ollett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd, Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Consumer Education: personal and family finances

PURPOSE: To provide information about solving suci. financial difficulties as budgeting,
loans, taxes, and rental costs

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th- to 6th grade reading level, 7th grade basic arithmetic computational
skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults from socially and educationally deprived back
grounds. Especially interesting to newlyweds, working mothers, and those
who hake recently become independent of their parents.

FORklAT: A series of five consumable text workbooks of various rear-life income
situations. Each booklet includes exercises that require practical application
of the information given in the text. The corresponding teacher's edition for
each text provides teaching suggestions and answers to exerci

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Answers to the exercises are in the teacher's editions and may be evaluated
by the student or by the teach.r.

REMEDIATION: None

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Easily adapted to individualized or group instruction. An instructor to
provide feedback and guide discussion is recommended but not required.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 20 to 25 hours for each book

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: "Just Married" S .92
"Containers" 1.16
"Family of Five" .92
"On Your Own" .92
"Head of Household" .92
Instructor's Book (separate manual for each text; specify by

title) leach/

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

2.00

TITLE: MATHEMATICS FOR HOME AND BUSINESS

PUBLISHER: General Learning Corp., Career Advancement Pi °grams, 753 Fairfield Ave,
Bridgeport, Conn. 06604

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computation skills related to consumer education

(See Multi Subject section.)
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TITLE: CONSUMER EDUCATION SERIES

PUBLISHER: Ginn and Co., 125 Second Ave., Waltham, Mass 02154

SUBJECT MATTER: Consumer Education

PURPOSE: To improve the consumer's purchasing habits by informing him how and
where to shop and how to recognize and guard against misleading advertising
and selling practices

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd-grade reading comprehension revel

READABILITY: Grade level 3.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: A series of five programmed, consumable, illustrated booklets

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student receives immediate verification of each response. A review quiz is at
the end of each booklet.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: The series is self-instructional but would be suitable as supplementary class
material in a consumer education class.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 5 hours for the program

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Books 1 to 5 S 5.32
Group Leader's Guide 1.08

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: MODERN CONSUMER EDUCATION

PUBLISHER: Grolier Educational Corp., 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

SUBJECT MATTER: Consumer Education

PURPOSE: To increase the student's awareness and knowledge of basic consumer topics.
Each of the modules is concerned with one of the following categories:
1. Food, Clothing, and Shelter 4. You and the Law
2. Cars, Furniture, and Appliances 5. Ways to Handle Money
3. Protecting Family Health and Security 6. Ways to Shop

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th grade reading and math skills

READABILITY: Grade revel 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT The program consists of 27 programmed learning texts (Iwo copies each}, 13
cassettes, two filmstrips, 180 consumable student record books 130 each of
six text modules}, a set of answer key cards, a wall chart, and an instructor's
manual. A cassette player is required.
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FEEDBACK AND aECORD KEEPING: Achievement and progress tests provide feedback. Question; are asked at the
end of each section with the answers provided on the following page.
Students chart their on progress in their student record books.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Desigred primarily for individual instruction but can be adapted for group
projects and activities. Supervision is helpful but not necessary.

TIME TO COMP' ETE: Approximately 35 to 50 hours for the entire program

VALIDATION: None

COST: Complete Kit (v%ith cassette prayer) S 274.00
Complete KA (without cassette player) 249.50

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: MONEY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE

PUBLISHER: Household Finance Corp., Prudential Plaza, Chicago, III. 606(11

SUBJECT MATTER: Consumer Education: money management and consumer credit

PURPOSE: To assist families and individuals in the wiser use of funds and credit

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th-grade reading ability

READABILITY: Grade level 4.0

READER ORIENTATION: Low- or middle income age earners

FORMAT: A series of 12 tron.t roiiinagement 000klets and one colseiner credit
booklet. Program also includes individual filmstrips and teacher's guides. A
filmstrip projector Is rc,iuired for visual playback.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KHPING: Individual activities and group projects are outlined in the study guide.

REMEDIATION:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

None

Recommended fn de duet or small group use

From 5 to 10 hours for rile styies

Not available

Complete Money Man, )anent Library (12 booklets) S 3.00
Money Management (ea., hi( g Guide .25
Five Money ManJgen, Filmstrips (each) 1.75

Consumer Credit Booklet .50
Consumer Credit Fi!. a( d Record 2.50
Silent Consumer Credit Filmstrip (with script) 1.75

Immediate from publish,r
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TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

SUBJECT MATTER:

LEAF :JING SKILLS SERIES: ARITHMETIC

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036

Mathematics: basic computaticn skills related to consumer education

(See Multi-Subject section.)

TITLE:

PUBLISHER:

SUBJECT MATTER:

PURPOSE:

ENTRY LEVEL:

READABILITY:

READER ORIENTATION:

FORMAT:

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING:

RE ME DI AT ION:

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

TIME TO COMPLETE:

VALIDATION:

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

CONSUMER BUYING AND FAMILY LIVING

Steck-Vaughn Co., P.O. Box 2028, Austin, Tex. 78767

Consumer Education: money management, family economy

To improve the student's understanding of economic aspects of everyday
life, including money management and consumer buying, meal planning, and
selecting and caring for clothing

3rd-grade reading comprehension and vocabulary skills

Ranges from grade levels 3.0 to 6.0

Young and mature adults from underprivileged areas

A series of five books, three of which are consumable work-text books. See
COST for titles.

Exercises fullok ing several leading selections permit the ndvidual to
demonstrate his comprehension of the material and to express his ideas or
interpretation.

Nune

The books are intended for home use. The presence of a monitor is suggested
but not required.

Approximately 30 hours

Not available

Complete Series
You and Your Money" (Grades 34) (including Teacher's
Manual I

"We Are What We Eat" (Grades 3 4) (including Teacher's
Manual)

"Where Does Your Money Go?" (Grades 34) (including
Teacher's Manual)

"New Fabrics, New Clothes, and You" (Grades 5.6, reusable) (no
Teacher's Manual)
The Care We Give Our Clothes" (Grades 5-6, reusable) (no
Teacher's Manual)

Immediate from publisher

11G.

S 6.48

.88

1.00

1.08

1.76

1 76
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MULTI-SUBJECT PROGRAMS
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TITLE: THE MOTT BASIC LANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Allied Education Council, Galien, Mich. 49113

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Reading, Consumer Education, World of Work

PURPOSE: To take persons who read poorly and diaverop their basic reading and spelling
skills. Subjects and skills taught are word-attack skills, spelling, writing,
consumer education, basic grammar, commercial forms, and vocabulary
needed for reading public media and employability material. The format
allows the student to move toward reading proficiency in basic skills without
measures of grade level.

ENTRY LEVEL: The student needs no previous reading skills. The entry level is at the
prereading level if necessary. The Mott Program has two diagnostic
instruments, the Placement Guide, arri Book 160 Sound and Structure. The
use of these two instruments permits the student to enter at his level of skill
attainment.

READABILITY: Ranges from 0,0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Program is designed fur use by multiethnic groups where Engl sh is spoken as
a second language, special-education classes, and any adult or young adult
student who read. poorly.

FORMAT: Text-workbook format with oral exercises. Two series are available covering
the basic skills. One series is partially programmed and the other is conven-
tional text-workbook format. Format teaches word-analysis skills in a

fundamental learning-problem sequence employing the lincuistic approach.
See COST for complete program contents.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The Book 160 Sound and Structure permits complete charting of student's
progress in all skills he has studied. The text-workbooks have oral and
written progress checks.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION:

104

Semi Programmed Series is designed for individual and small trouping of
levels within a classroom. Minimum teacher supervision is required. Original
Series is designed for standard classroom use and requires maximum teacher
supervision.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Each text takes 30 to 50 instructional hours.

VALIDATION: The Mott Progiam was developed by adult teachers and in adult reading
classrooms. Further information can be obtained from the publisher.

COST: Semi Programmed Series:
Book 1301 (single consonant sounds and cursive writing

review) S 1.40

Book 1302 (short vowels) 1.75
Book 1303 (multiple consonant blends and end ncs) 1.95
Book 1304 (difficult sounds, double vowels, etc ) 2,25
Books 1307 to 1310 (basic comprehension, grammar, and

vocabulary) (each) 1.60
Teacher Manual and Resource Book 2 00
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Original Series:
Book 300A (consonant sounds, cursive writing, and short

vowels) S 1.55
Book 300B (difficult sounds, double vowels, etc ) 1.75
Book 600A & B (basic comprehension, grammar, and

vocabulary) 2.25
Book 900A & B (advanced grammar, s-alling, vocabulary, and

reading for content) 1.95
Teacher Manual and Resource Book 2.00

Comprehension Series: (Supplemental Books)
160 Sound and Structure (condensation of basic skills) 1.75
Teacher Manual and Resource Rook 1.50

Readers: (Supplemental Books)
Lower Levels (2-3) (4 books) (each) 1.25
Higher Levels (3-5) (4 books) (each) 1.95
Word Bank (picture dictionary) 2.05
Basic Numbers and Money (consumer education) 1.75
A Head Start for Reading (prereading skills) . . 1.25
Diagnostic Placement Guide (pkg /25) 2.50

AVA1 LABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: THE CONSUMER MATHEMATICS SERIES

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Cu:, Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

PURPOSE: To prepare the student to manage successfully the mathematics that will
occur in his personal affairs and to increase the student's awareness of the
importance of continuing his education as a means of improving his earning
capacity

ENTRY LEVEL: Ability to make basic computations in addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division of whole numbers

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 6.0 to 7.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults

FORMAT: A seven book series of consumable, paperback, programmed texts dealing
with skills necessary for computing lifetime earnings, household budgets,
consumer buying, income tax, insurance, and investments. Each text is
accompanied by test booklets and a teacher's manual. Each book in the
series may be used individually.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Immediate verification of responses is provided in the texts. leacherscored
tests provide additional information about student progress.

REMEDIATION: None

FicKIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Students complete each text individually, working at their own pace. An
instructor is required for teaching students how to use the program,
administering and scoring tests, and providing individual assistance.

TIME: 15 instructional hours for each text
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VALIDATION: Not specified

COST: Textbooks (complete set of 7) S 12.86
"Vocation,.) Opportunities and Lifetime Earnings" 2.96
"The Pay Check" 2.96
"The Household Budget" 2.96
"The Wise Buyer" 2.96
"income Tax" 2.96
"Insurance" 2.96
"Investments" 2.96

Teacher's Manual (separate manual for each text; specify by title)
(each) .78

Test Booklet (separate booklet for each text; specify by title)
achl .48

Specimen Set
Complete (includes all 7 textbooks, Teacher's Manuals, and

Test Booklets) 21.68
Textbook (includes all 7; textbooks) 12.86
Individual (separate kit for each text includes text with

accompanying Teacher's Manual and Test Booklet; specify by
title) (each, 4.22

AVM LABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: WHY WORK SERIES

PUBLISHER: Behavioral Research Laboratories, Ladera Professional Ctr., Box 577, Palo
Alto, Calif. 94302

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, World of Work

PURPOSE: To develop reading comprehension skills, appreciation of development of
character and plot, and a positive attitude toward the world of work

ENTRY LEVEL: 2nd gradx level in reading. Students who cannot read lowest level reading
selections are given Sullivan Placement examination and started in another
reading series at an appropriate level.

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 2.0 to 7.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults who have not yet assumed major responsibilities in the
working world

FORMAT: The kit contains 30 copies of each of 21 graded reading selections leach
selection ranges from 500 to 1,000 words), a 3'i ips open reel tape on which
eight of the stories are narrated, end a teacher's manual. Each reading
selection is followed by self-test questions evaluating comprehension.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student checks his own answers to the comprehension exercises.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Suitable for use by groups of up to 30 students, although reading selections
can be completed individually. Supervision is necessary for conducting group
discussions.

106

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 45 minutes for each reading selection, varying with the
individual
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VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Kit

AVA I LAB I LI TY: Immediate from publisher

$ 68.92

TITLE: SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESSBOOKS 1 AND 2

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts, Mathematics, Reading

PURPOSE: To develop reading comprehension, vocabulary, word attack. handwriting,
and spelling skills to an 8.0 grade level. Upon completion of both books, the
student should be able to perform computational and problem solving
operations involving addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication of
whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percentages. He should also
understand concepts related to averages, measurements, and graphs.

ENTRY LEVEL: Book 1: speaking knowledge of English
Book 2: 4th grade skills in reading comprehension and vocabulary and
arithmetic whole number operations

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levers 4.0 to 8.0

READER ORIENTATION: Functional illiterates of all age groups who have a basic speaking knowledge
of English

FORMAT: Series of two consumable books with separate instructor's guides. The books
can be used sequentially or individually. Book 1 is an integrated course in
English, reading, arithmetic, spelling, and handwriting with a major emphasis
on development of reading vocabulary and word attack skills. Book 2
contains 28 reading lessons, 17 arithmetic lessons, and eight English lessons.
Review study exercises follow each lesson.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The student's book is a personal record of his work and allows him to chart
his progress. Cumulative review exercises test comprehension of the material
covered.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Series is recommended for a group instructional situation with close teacher
guidance. Each book, however, can be used on an individualized basis.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Ranges from 25 to 50 hours for each book. varying with the individual

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Systems for Success, Book 1 or 2 (each) S 3.32
Teacher's Guide (each) 6.00

AVAI LABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: TURNER CAREER GUIDANCE SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: comprehension; World of VVork

PURPOSE: To provide informEion about a variety of jobs and work-related skills while
(Developing reading comprehension and vocabulary skills

ENTRY LEVEL: 5th grade reading ability

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 5.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults who are not academically oriented

FORMAT: Six consumable workbooks containing a total of 138 daily lessons.
Illustrations such as charts, graphs, and business forms acquaint the student
with broad job classifications and occupations. A teacher's guide contains
suggestions and answers to exercises.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student answers questions at the end of each lesson. Questions are designed
to measure understanding of material and to provide opportunity for self-
analysis and appraisal of personality and aptitude skills. Feedback and
evaluation is provided by the instructor.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Suitable for individual use, but recommended for small teacher-led
discussion groups

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximay 80 to 140 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Series (including Teacher's Guide) S 8.96
"Wanting a Job- 1.16
"Training for a Job" 1.16
"Starting a Job" 1.16
"Looking for a Job" 1.16
"Holding a Job" 1.16
"Changing a Job- 1.16
Teacher's Guide 2.00

AVAILA811.1TY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: TURNERLIVINGSTON COMMUNICATION SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading: supplementary reading: World of Work

PURPOSE: To develop reading comprehension, vocabulary skills, critical reading and
study skills to approximately a 7.0 grade level while emphasizing social skills
and attitudes in the areas of job opportunities and communication fields

ENTRY LEVEL: 7th grade reading comprehension and vocabulary skills

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 6 0 to 7.0
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READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: Six consumable textworkbooks consisting of 144 structured daily lessons
each self-contained on two facing pages. The lessons contain a reading
selection followed by exercises that test comprehension.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student progress is evaluated by practice forms and comprehension exercises
and a final exam for each text. Answers to the exercises and tests are in the
teacher's guide.

REMED1ATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Easily adapted to individualized or group instruction. Supervision is
recommended.

TIMF. TO COMPLETE: 25 to 30 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Series S 7.72
"The Television You Watch" .87

The Phone Calls You Make" .87
The Newspaper You Read" .87
The Movies You See" .87
The Letters You Write" .87
The Language You Speak" .87

Teacher's Guide 1.50

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher

TITLE: TURNER-LIVINGSTON READING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Follett Educational Corp., 1010 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Mathematics, World of Work, Consumer Education

PURPOSE: To achieve reading comprehension, study, and arithmetic-computation skills
on a 6.0 grade revel while developing positive work-related social skills and
attitudes

ENTRY LEVEL: 4th-grade level in reading and arithmetic-computation skills

READAB1 LITY: Ranges from grade levels 4.0 to 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young adults who are not academically oriented

FORMAT: Six consumable text-workbooks composed of 138 structured daily lessons
each self-contained on two facing pages. The lessons contain a reading
selection followed by exercises. The corresponding teacher's guide for each
text provides teaching suggestions and answers to exercises.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The six booklets contain subject related forms in addition to teacher-
evaluated exercises to check comprehension of the material.

II, 1) 71-- 9

REMEDIATION: Exercises are designed to give students an understanding of the skills they
should have mastered but did not.
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FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Easily adapted to supervised individual or group instruction

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 80 to 140 hours

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Series
"The Money You Spend"
"The Town Yoe. Live In"
The Jobs You Get"

"The Person You Are"
"The Family You Belong To"
Teacher's Guide (separate manual for each text; specify by
title) (each)

AVAI LABI LI TY: Immediate from publisher

$ 6.96
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16

1.16

TITLE: MATHEMATICS FOR HOME AND BUSINESS

PUBLISHER: General Learning Corp., Career Advancement Programs, 753 Fairfield Ave.,
Bridgeport, Conn. 06604

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computation skills related to consumer education

PURPOSE: To teach mathematical skill:involving areas of measurement, management of
.ioney, installment buying, and income tax

ENTRY LEVEL: 6th-grade reading level and knowledge of addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, and division of whole numbers, percents, fractions, and decimals

READABILITY: Grade level 6.0

READER ORIENTATION: Wage earners from lowincome groups

FORMAT: One seltinstructional, sequentially programmed book

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Student receives immediate serification of each response.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for individual home use. Supervision not requirld.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 10 hours for the book

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: "Mathematics for Home and Business" ...... S 2.80

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: ADULT BASIC COMMUNICATIONS

PUBLISHER: Ken Cook Transnational, 9929 W. Silver Spring Rd , Milwaukee, Wis. 53225

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts: basic skills required for reading and writing; World of Work

PURPOSE: To enable young adults lacking the fundamental understanding of basic
reading to attain an "employability" communications level through
individualized automated instruction

ENTRY LEVEL: Illiteracy

READABILITY: Not required

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults with multiethnic backgrounds

FORMAT: Included with each of four separate wits (comprising a total of 55
automated programs) are 100 sets of student workbooks and test books. The
course is designed for use on the Mark VII S/R Automatic Sound-Slide
Teaching Machine, an individualized, student -paced teaching machine using
colored visuals and four-track audio to provide feedback appropriate to
individual needs.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Immediate feedback with student-response feature on Teaching Machine.
Intermediate progress tests enable regular self-evaluation. Each unit or series
also offers a comprehensive review test for progress evaluation.

REMEWATION: The multiple student-response feature in the Mark VII S/R Teaching
Machine provides specific correction and remedial treatment for several
students simultaneously. The instr ictor's key to progress tests and the
student key to the workbook suggest specific programs to be repeated if the
student's progress is weak.

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Student works at his own pace, with scheduling at the individual's
convenience. Mon toring may be needed to check progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 110 hours for the program

VALIDATION: Programs are field-tested through the educational facilities of the Wisconsin
State Reformatory, Green Bay, under the auspices of the Wiscorin Division
of Corrections.

COST:

AVAILABILITY:

Complete Course
Teaching Machine

S7 830 00
995.00

Unit 1: Basic (27 programs) 4 060 00
Unit 2: Selecting a Trade (10 programs) 1 450 00
Unit 3: Full -Time Employment (10 programs) 1 450 00
Unit 4: Personal Business (8 programs) 1 160 00

Immediate from supplier
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TITLE: LEARNING SKILLS SERIES: ARITHMETIC

PUBLISHER: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036

SUBJECT MATTER: Mathematics: basic computation skills related to consumer education

PURPOSE To develop skills in graphing, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division, spending and budgeting money, and planning and preparing meals

ENTFO LEVEL: 3rd grade level reading comprehension. Addition and subtraction of whole-
number combinations to 10. Diagnostic tests are provided to help the
teacher with the placement of each pupil.

READABILITY: Grade level 3.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: A series of four consumable text-workbooks designed to cope with
individual levels of ability and provide for individualized instruction within a
regular classroom setting. One teacher's manual, containing four diagnostic
achievement tests, accompanies the series. Parallel text lessons are arranged
so that all members of the class may participate in genera( discussion. They
can then concentrate on skill problerr s in need of particular improvement.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: A set of exercises follows every lesson. Answers to the questions are
contained in the teacher's manual.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Individualized instruction within a classroom setting. An instructor is

necessary for providing individual guidance and to evaluate progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 15 to 25 hours for the series

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Book A: "Acquiring Arithmetic Skills" S 2.88
Book 8: "Building Arithmetic Skills" 2.88
Book C: "Continuing Arithmetic Skills" 2.88
Book D: "Directing Arithmetic Skills" 2.88
Teacher's Manual 3.60

AVAILABILITY: Imitediate from publisher
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TITLE: OPERATION ALPHABET

PUBLISHER: Noble & Noble Publishers, Inc., 750 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, Writing, World of Work

PURPOSE: To provide training in word recognition, structural analysis, phonics, wri!ing
practice, and vocabulary drill for illiterate adults through a 2.0 grade level

ENTRY LEVEL: Complete illiteracy with only a speaking knowledge of English

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 1.0 to 2.0
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READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults

FORMAT: A series of illustrated lessons geared to the adult's daily needs, consisting of
three basic, soft-cover lesson books and eight supplementary study books in
hard or soft cover and two teacher's guides. See COST for complete
description.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: An achievement test follows every lesson. The material learned in one lesson
is reinforced in subsequent lessons.

REMEDIATION: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Suitable for individual or group instruction, this program requires a teacher
for the the basic texts. Study books can be used independently.

TIME TO COMP LETE: Approximately 150 hours for the series

VALIDATION: Case studies available from publisher

COST: "Operation Alphabet 1" S 2.00
Teacher's Guide 2.00

"Operation Alphabet 2, Part One" 2.50
"Operation Alphabet 2, Part Two" 2.50

Teachers Guide (for Parts One and Two) 2.00
"Write it Down" (handwriting book covering both manuscript

and cursive forms) (paperback) 1.36
IA Teacher's Guide is provided free.]

"Everyday English and Basic Word List for Adults" (contains
more than 1000 essential words with numerous practice
exercises) (paperback) 1.72

From Words to Stories" (a basic text which gradually progresses
in a framework of 147 words from simple sentences to simple
stories; includes suggesten lesson plans) 2.64
Paperback 2.12

"Live and le,. n" (readings with exercises in a framework of 600
words) 3.32
Paperback 2.64

"How We Live" (easy readings with numerous exercises for
adults with limited ability to read) 3.32
Paperback 2.64

"Your Family and Your Job" (intermediate text that builds the
student's vocabulary white introducing him to increasingly
complex story situations) 2.64
Paperback 2.12

"Write Your Own Letters" (simple course in writing business and
social letters) (paperback) 1.08

"How to Become a U.S. Citizen" (latest information for adults
seeking citizenship) (paperback) 1.32

"We Want You" (designed to help orient the high school or adult
job seeker to an employer's needs and expectations)
(paperback) .71

AVAILABILITY: Immediate from publisher
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TITLE: HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY PREP PROGRAM

PUBLISHER: Programs for Achievement in Reading, Inc., Abbott Park Pl., Providence,
R.:, 02903

SUBJECT MAT RearLni, English, Mathematics

PURPCS=.: To prepare non-high school graduates to pass the G.E.D. examination

ENTRY LEVEL: 3rd-grade reading level

READABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 3,6 to 5.0. Program allows for individualized
d,agnosis.

READER ORI ENTAT ION: Adults who have not completed a standard high school education

FORMAT: The program consists of "Powereading," Books 1 to 4 (see Powereading,
Reading Section, under this publisher's name), a basic English-review text, a
basic mathematics book, a test guide, and an instructor's manual, Practice
with sample G.E.D. test questions is part of the program.

FEEDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: The test guide contains a sample high school equivalency test for practice
along with sample test questions in all five test areas. Answers to all the
exercises ue contained in the instructor's manual.

REMEDIAT!ON: Not specified

FLEXIBILITY AND SUPERVISION: Designed for individual home study. An instructor should be assigned to
monitor progress.

TIME TO COMPLETE: 75 to 30 hourr

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: Complete Program (ir.cludes 7 consumable books, test guidr and
instructor's manual)

AvAl LABILITY: immediate from publisher
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S 17.00

TITLE: NEW ROCHESTER OCCUPATIONAL READING SERIES

PUBLISHER: Science Research Associates Inc., 25S E. Erie St., Chicago, III. 60611

SUBJECT MATTER: Reading, World of Work

PI 1/POSE: To master rcedingcxnprehension and vocabulary skills at 30, 4.0 or 5.0
grade levels while gaining information agout. the ,orld of work

ENTRY LEVEL: Level 1: approximately 2nd grade
Level 2: aporoximately 3rd to 4th grades
Level 3: approximately dth. to 5th grades

RZADABILITY: Ranges from grade levels 2.0 to 5.0

READER ORIENTATION: Young and mature adults
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FORMAT: Three hard bouna texts, five consumable exercise books, and a teacher's
guide. Each text is on a different reading level; however, the content,
sequence, and i!!ustrations are the same for the three books. After students
read a selection in the text appropriate to their individual reading level, ti.e
teacher conducts a class discussion in which students participate in suggested
class activities and complete the comprehension and vocabulary exercises in
the exercise bcuk. The exercises deal with vocational and social skills
commonly found in our society.

FHDBACK AND RECORD KEEPING: Teacher evaluated exercises provide achievement information.

REMEDIA.TION: Not specified

FLEXIBIL1 re AND SUPERVISION: Although the texts can be used on an individualized basis, they are best used
with instructor guidance.

TIME TO COMPLETE: Approximately 30 to 40 hours for each text

VALIDATION: Not available

COST: ''The Job Ahead" itertbook for levels 1, 2, or 3) $ 6,00
Exercise Books (set of 5 for levels 1, 2, or 3) 4,48
Teacher's Guide 1.72
Specimen Set (includes teacher's guide, 1 text at each level, 1 set

of exercise books at each ft vell

AVAI LAW LITY: Immediate from publisher
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SUBJECT INDEX ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY BY Page

TITLE

READING

Page

Activity-Concept English-Ace 301 33
Adult Basic Communications 21

Adult Readers 26
Audio Reading Progress Laboratory, Levels

4-6 and 7-8 12

Building Reading Power B

Building Your Language Power 34
Communications, I, II, III 15

Craig Reader Programs C, C-1, C-2 C-3, C-4, C-5 10
Craig Reading Pro Tam B 11

Dimensions in Reading Series: We Are Black 29
EDL Learning 100 12

English As A Second Language Series 34
English For The Spanish Speaking 17

English Lessons For Adults 19

Eng Us' tour New Language 34

Essential Educational Skills Program: Skillful
Reading 16

The High School And Adult Basic Reading
Laboratory B 3

High School Equivalency Prep Program 26
Imperial International Reading Program 19

Imperial Junior Hi;h School Aural Reading Lab 20
Intermediate Reading 23

Learning Your Language One And Two 15
Lessons For so .instruction In Basic Skills:

Reading Comprehension 4

The MacMillan Reading Spectrum of Skills 22
The Mott Basic Language Skills Program 2

New Modern Reading Skill Text Serifs 9

NEW Rochester Occupational Reading Series 33
Operation Alphabet 22

Patterns In Phonics it 13
Pilot Library Series: Pilot Libraries Ila, Ilb,

11c, And II lb 30
Powereading 25

Pre.Hrgh School Reading improvement Program 7

Programmed Reading For Adults 21

Projection Reading Filmstrips Grades 4, 5, 6 6
Reader's Digest Readings 27

Reading And Writing With Phonics 24
Reading Attainment Systems 1 and 2 1B

Reading Development 1

Reading Development Series
Reading For Understanding (Junior Edition) 31

Reading Improvement 24
Reading Laboratory Series: Reading Laboratory

II la Kit 32
;leading Skills Development Program Adult Edition 5

The Re,resher Program Of The Merrill Linguistic
Readers 8
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Remedial Reading Prograrn 23
Skill Builder Reading Program (Grades 410) 28
Spelling Improvement Series 14

Step By Step To Better Reading 5

Sullivan Reading Program 2

Systems For Sucr:ess-Books 1 And 2 16

Tactics In Reading I, II And III 33
Talking It Over 15
Turner Career Guidance Series 16

Turner-Livingston Communication Series 16

Turneilivingston Reading Series 16

Why Work Se, ir s 4

LANGUAGE ARTS

ActivityiConcept English-Ace 301 61

Adult Basic Communications 55
AudioLingual English 55
Basic Comoosition Series I I, Grades 5 Ard 6 58
Basic Englisn Series 64
Basic Skills Series: Graph And Picture

Study Skills Kit, Organizing And Reporting
Skills Kit 59

Building Language Power Series 40
Building Your Language Power 62
Communications I, II, III 48
Comppack 64
EDL Learning 100 42
English Language Instruction 39
English Lessons For Adults 52
English: Your New Language 63
Estudios De !Nies 38
High School Equivalency Prep Program 58
Hoffman Reading Achievement Program 53
Hot., To Series 46
ingles °ractico Sin Maestro 38
Learning Your Language une And Two 49
Lessons For Self-Instruction In Basic Skills: English

Language 37
Listening Skills Program, Intermediate Level 60
Living Your English 41

Mechanics Of Language 57
Merrill Mainstream Cassette Library 41

Modern English (Spelling And Punctuation) 51

The Mott Basic Language Skills Program 36
Operation Alphabet 56
Remedial Reading Program 56
Spelling and Erglish Usage 50
Spelling Improvement Series 47
Systems For Success Bonks 1 And 2 50
Thinking Box 36
Troubleshooter 54
Vocabulary Development Series 46
Writing: Patterns And Practice 53
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MATHEMATICS

A.S.M.D. Programmed Series
Basic Mathematics: A Problem Solving Approach

Computational Skills
Computational Skills Development Kit

The Consumer Mathematics Series
Elementary Arithmetic

Elementary Math Film Loops
High School Equivalency Prep Program

Independent Learning Series
Individualizing Mathematics Series: Skills

and Patterns
Intermediate Math Program

Learning Skills Series: Arithmetic
Lessons For Self-rnstri ction In Basic Skills:

Arithmetic Fundamentals
Mathematics

Mathematics For Home And Business
Math Learning Center

Merrill Mathematics Skilltapes
Minisystems Elementary Mathematics Series

Modern Mathematics For Achievement First And
Second Courses

Programmed Math {3ooks 1.9/
;'rograrnmed Mathematics

Self-Instructional Basic Mathematics,
Levels 3, 4, 5

Skill In Basic Mathematics With Write And See
Suilivan Basal Mathematics

Sullivan Mathematics Laboratory
Systems For Success Books 1 And 2

The Theory Of Numbers
TurneriLiviiigston Reading Series

WORLD OF WORK

Accent World Of Work
Adult Basic Communications

The Consumer Mathematics Series
Employment Information Series

Help Yourself To A Job, Parts I, I1, Ill
Industrial Safety

Job Attitudes
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Page Page

Jobs 88
66 The Mott Basic Language Skills Program 88
66 New Rochester Occupational Reading Series 94
84 Operation Alphabet 92
85 Turner Career Guidance Series 9
70 Turner-Livingston Communication Series 91

78 Turner-Livingston Reading Series 92
82 Why Work Series 89
84 The World Of Work as
72 World Of Work Kit 92

Ycur Attitude Is Changing 95
Your Attitude Is Showing Program 9567

80
81 CONSUMER EDUCATION

71 Accent/Consumer Education 99
86 Accent/Family Finances 100
77 Consumer Buying And Family Living 103
76 Consumer Education Series 101
73 The Consumer Mathematics Series 98
74 Learning Skills Series: Arithmetic 103

Mathematics For Home and Business 100
79 Modern Consumer Education 101
81 Money Management Institute 702
73 The Mott Basic Language Skills Program 98

Turner Livingston Reading Series 99
Your Money-Goins Or Growing 9875

83
69
70
77

78

77

MULTI-SUBJECT PROGRAMS

Adult Basic Communications 111
The Consumer Mathematics Series 105
High School Equivalency Prep Program 114
Learning Skills Series: Arithmetic 112
Mathematics For Home And Lusiness 110
The Mott Basic Language Skills Program 104

91 New Rochester Occupational Reading Series 114
92 Operation Alphabet 112
88 Systems For Success Books 1 And 2 107
96 Turner Career Guidance Series 108
90 Turner Livingston Communication Series 108
93 TurnerLivingston Reading Series 109
93 Why Work Series 106
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